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iFOREWORD
The preparation of this report has been sponsored by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under Contract No. NASr-109. The
initial development of this computer program was sponsored under Contract
No. AF 49(638)-792 by the United States Air Force Office of Scientific Research,
under Contract No. AF 40(600)-804 by the USAF, as part of Project Defender
by the Advanced Research Projects Agency, Department of Defense, and by
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory Internal Research. Modifications of the
original program have been made in connection with research performed
under Contract No. NASr-109 for the NASA and Contract No. AF 33(657)-8860
for the Aerospace Research Laboratories of the USAF.
The original version of the program was coded for use on an IBM 704
computer by Dr. John Fleck, Department Head, and Duane Zarson of the
Computer Services Department of CAL. The program was recoded in
FORTRAN IV language for use on an IBM 7044 computer by Mrs. Camille
Fiore, also of the Computer Services Department.
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ABSTRACT
This report describes a computer program developed at CAL for the
numerical solution of quasi-one-dimensional, inviscid expansions of reacting
mixutres. The analytical techniques employed and results obtained using
the program have been previously reported. The details of the coding and
operation of the program are discussed in this report. Program cards which
have been written in FORTRAN IV language for use on an IBM 7044 computer
are available upon request.
The computer program in its present form is capable of handling a
general gas mixture, including up to 20 chemical species and 64 reactions.
The species are assumed to undergo vibrational and electronic excitation in
addition to coupled chemical reactions. The vibrational and electronic degrees
of freedom are assumed to remain in thermodynamic equilibrium while the
chemical reactions may be assumed to be either frozen, in equilibrium, or
to proceed at finite reaction rates. Additional options in the program are
provided for treating ionized nozzle flows, assuming the degree of vibra-
tional excitation to be frozen at the reservoir value, or including the effects
of moderate virial imperfections on high-density nozzle flows.
While the basic program computes the properties of an expansion from
an equilibrium reservoir state through a nozzle of specified geometry, modi-
fications of the program have been made to permit specifying the stream-
tube pressure variation rather than an area distribution and to permit a
finite-velocity, equilibrium or nonequilibrium initial state. The program
cards for these modified versions of the program are also available upon
request.
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t: 1. INTRODUCTION
In high temperature expansions of reacting gas mixtures the flow transit
times are usually not sufficient to maintain equilibrium. Departures from
equilibrium in turn affect the gasdynamic properties of the flow. Thus, in
order to define the flows in high-temperature, hypersonic wind tunnels and
rocket nozzles, and around hypersonic vehicles, the nonequilibrium effects
on the fluid-mechanical properties of the flows must be taken into account.
In the course of studying nonequilibrium phenomena in high-speed flows a
computer program has been developed at CAL to obtain numerical solutions
for quasi-one-dimensional, inviscid expansions of chemically reacting
mixtures, l This program, which is also capable of generating solutions for
the limiting cases of frozen and equilibrium flow, has proved to be a useful
tool, not only in the above-mentioned situations, but also in the design and
interpretation of fundamental experiments on nonequilibrium flows.
The purpose of this report is to describe the methods of solution
contained in the program and the use of the program. The report is intended
to accompany a copy of the program cards, which are available upon request.
The program cards are in FORTRAN IV language and are coded for use on an
IBM 7044 computer. This report is similar in purpose to Reference 2 which
describes the program developed at CAL for computing the nonequilibrium
flow behind normal and bow shock waves.
Several authors have reported numerical solutions for nonequilibrium
expanding flows (e.g. Refs. 3-6). The initial work in this area at CAL was
7
performed by Hall and Russo who obtained exact solutions for the nonequilib-
rium nozzle flow of a diatomic gas and a diatomic gas in an inert diluent.
8
Then Boyer, Eschenroeder, and Russo reported equilibrium and approximate
nonequilibrium solutions for nozzle expansions of air over a wide range of
reservoir conditions. The approximate nonequilibrium solutions were obtained
using the approximate freezing criterion of Reference 7 for the oxygen
dissociation reaction. Then, the method of exact numerical solution for
nonequilibrium expansion flows, which is contained in the computer program
1described here, was presented by Eschenroeder, Boyer, and Hall. Further
development of this method, particularly for near equilibrium flow, was
9
reported by Mates and Lordi. Applications of the computer program
employed in the method of Reference I have included hypersonic wind tunnel
flows of high-temperature air, 10, II rocket-nozzle flows of hydrogen-carbon
12, 13
and hydrogen-oxygen mixtures, and body streamtube flows of high-
14-17temperature air.
The basic nozzle-flow computer program has the capability of obtaining
numerical solutions for inviscid expansions of a reacting mixture from an
equilibrium reservoir state through a streamtube of arbitrary geometry. The
vibrational and electronic degrees of freedom are assumed to remain equilibrated
with the translational and rotational modes; hence, the effects of vibrational
and electronic relaxation on the chemistry are not included. The chemistry
may be assumed to either be frozen, remain in equilibrium, or proceed at a
finite rate in the expansion.
The method by which the composition and thermodynamic properties are
found for a given mixture in chemical equilibrium at a specified temperature
and pressure is discussed in Section 2. i. The extension of this method to
describe an equilibrium expansion from the specified reservoir condition is
discussed in Section 2.2. The computation for an expansion with frozen chemical
composition is described in Section Z.3.
The procedure employed in the computer program for obtaining non-
equilibrium expansions from a given reservoir condition is covered in Section
3. In Section 3. I, the general approach followed in solving the governing
equations is described. The problem is basically one of obtaining the numerical
solution for a system of coupled, first-order nonlinear differential equations.
Some difficulty is encountered in starting the solution in the reservoir
because the gradients of the flow properties and composition are assumed
to vanish there. The method employed to start the solution is to consider the
nonequilibrium flow in the initial portion of the expansion to be a perturbation
about the equilibrium solution. The analytical technique for locating a point in
the expansion for starting the numerical integration is described in Section 3. g.
Z
The modification of the technique of solution when the numerical integration
is started upstream of the nozzle throat is covered in Section 3.3. The
perturbation calculation used in the starting procedure is described in Section
3.4. Finally the numerical integration scheme used in the program and some
of the numerical difficulties encountered in seeking nonequilibrium solutions
are discussed in Section 3. 5.
The method for specifying the kinetic model to be used in a given
calculation is presented in Section 4. It is necessary to provide thermo-
dynamic data for the specific enthalpy and chemical potential of each species
included in the mixture. Also, the forward rate constants must be given for
each reaction included in the gas model. The program which accompanies
this report has a capacity for a gas model comprised of Z0 species and 64
reactions. This capacity is determined only by the storage limitation.
Certain options in the program could be eliminated if larger models need be
considered.
The following alternative options, discussed in Section 5, are also
included in the program. Nonequilibrium nozzle flows of ionized gases are
considered by treating electrons as a separate chemical element. The
vibrational mode can be assumed frozen at the reservoir degree of excitation
while the chemical reactions are assumed to be frozen, in equilibrium or in
nonequilibrium. Also, moderate gas imperfections may be accounted for in
the initial near equilibrium portion of the expansion.
Instructions on the preparation of input data for the computer program
are given in Section 6. Also, the calculation of a nozzle expansion of air is
used to demonstrate the use of the program. Some of the results of this
calculation are used to describe the form of the output data and to relate some
of the experience gained in the use of the program. The results of the sample
calculation also serve as a test case for the program.
In Section 7 a description of the function performed by each subroutine
in the program is given. Flow charts are provided for the more complicated
subroutines. These descriptions of the subroutines are intended as a guide
in relating the analysis and governing equations presented in the report to the
FORTRAN IV program. Also, a complete list of the FORTRAN symbols used
in the program including a description of each is given in Section 7.
3
Modifications of the basic program have been made in order to treat
other applications. One modification permits the solution of a nonequilibrium
expansion from an equilibrium stagnation point through a specified pressure
variation. This version of the program is applicable to the flow from a
stagnation point through the streamtube nearest a body for which the surface
pressure variation is known. The second modification of the program lends
itself to the study of quasi-one-dimensional flows starting at a known non-
equilibrium state and proceeding through either a specified area or pressure
variation. This modification can be used to compute the relaxing flow behind
shock waves (constant area streamtube) or along a streamline in the outer
portion of a blunt-body flow field (specified pressure distribution). Yet
another variation of the program is aimed at solving the nonequilibrium
expansion from an equilibrium, but finite-velocity initial state. The
application of this version of the program is to non-reflected-type shock
tunnels or to the flow downstream of an MHD accelerator. The governing
equations and the associated changes in the use of the program for these
three modifications are discussed in the Appendix. The FORTRAN IV language
program cards for each of the three modified versions of the program are
also available upon request.
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2. METHOD FOR COMPUTING EQUILIBRIUM RESERVOIR STATE,
AND EQUILIBRIUM AND FROZEN FLOWS
The computer program calculates the equilibrium composition of a
reservoir state for a specified temperature and pressure. Then the variation
in composition and flow properties in an equilibrium expansion from the
specified reservoir state can be computed. Also, the solution can be obtained
for an expansion in which the composition is frozen at the reservoir value.
The methods employed in these computations are described in this section.
2. 1 Reservoir Calculation
The determination of the composition of a specified gas mixture for a
given equilibrium state proceeds as follows. If there are C chemical elements
and _ chemical species in a multicomponent mixture the chemical formula
of the _'th species may be represented as
The specification of the species to be included in the calculation is then through
the matrix o_j, where _:i/ is the number of atoms of the 1"th element per
molecule of the i th species.
There are (s-c) linearly independent relations which may be written as
equilibrium formation reactions for the species in terms of the elements
C
M,.-_--=Q.Mi__ ._'=¢.,i, c._2, ...,s (la)
i=t
It is not necessary that the c chemical elements be chosen as independent
species from which the other species are formed. In fact, the chemical
elements are not necessarily included as separate species in the mixture.
However, the independent species or components must be linearly independent
combinations of the chemical elements. In other words, the rank of the
_,.] matrix must be c
As will be discussed in ensuing sections it is sometimes necessary to
choose species other than the chemical elements as components. The species
chosen as components are listed in the first ¢ rows of the ocxj matrix. The
computer program then writes the formation reactions for the (s-c) dependent
species in terms of the ¢ components as
M i = _-- _./ Mi x'= c+l, c+ 27 . .. , s (2)
/:/
In addition to specifying the chemical species and the chemical elements
to be included in a computation, the number of gram-atoms of each chemical
element contained in the mixture Q4 must be given. The total number of
gram-moles of the components which are present in the mixture is given by
C
c_i._ _¢. = ._ = J,;, .-., c (?)
/:, I
This relation now specifies the element composition of the mixture in terms
of the components rather than the chemical elements.
As shown in Reference 8, enforcing mass conservation in each of the
formation reactions and global mass conservation lead to the following rela-
tion for the mole fractions of the components, X_. , in terms of the i. and
the mole fractions of the other (5-¢)specles
where
$
X .
4..
I
- C ÷1_ C÷_.}-...S
(4)
At chemical equilibrium the dependent species concentrations are related to
the concentrations of the components through the equilibrium constants for
the formation reactions (Eq. (2)).
'_"/_' x _'"
i:/ i I
._'= c÷l,c+2.,'.':_s (5)
where
:l T T
(6)
Equation (5) may be used to reduce Equations (4) to a set of c simul-
taneous equations for the concentrations of the independent species or
components.
From the above development the calculation of the reservoir conditions
for a given temperature and pressure is seen to require specification of the
species included in the mixture, the chemical potential of these species, and
the relative number of gram-atoms of each chemical element present.
Having specified these items the _t.'_are used as initial estimates for the
independent species concentrations. Using the condition of chemical equilibrium
(Eq. (5)) the dependent species concentrations are computed and then the
results are used to test whether Equation (4) is satisfied.
A Newton-Raphson iteration scheme is used to solve Equation (4) in the
form
. _: = 1,2., ... c
(7)
where again the S-¢ dependent concentrations X Z, _= c,I,5 are found
7
from ]Equation (5). Newton's method for finding the (_,I) correction to tile
estimates for X/ employs the linear term in a Taylor expansion about the
previous value ) jr.. ]Enforcing the condition that F. --0 for the (_+I)
iteration, the fractional corrections for the ,_ values of the X_. are found
from
/aF. \"1 ,_+s
"< "t ×
In the program these equations are written in the form
Letting .,_.,
-9 (×,:):Y×; 7f.×:+'-
denote the fractional correction
×z - Kz
X.
the (_•/) estimates are obtained from
(8)
X x = Xz + x: :/) • - - , c (9)
If at a given step in the iteration, the (¢c_I) guess for X2
zero or negative, then X. is found from
found from Eq. (9) is
X 2 = (9a)
Once the species concentrations for the specified reservoir temperature
and pressure have been found, the mixture molecular weight at the reservoir
condition is calculated from
(lO)
Then, the reservoir density may be computed from the equation of state
(11)
For a mixture of ideal gases the equation is
I
_o/o' T!# = (lla)
Finally the specific reservoir or stagnation enthalpy is computed from
$
H =>- X i g/ (lZ)
].-t
where, for a mixture of ideal gases, the species enthatpies, _/ , are functions
only of temperature. In order to complete the reservoir computation both
the species enthalpy and chemical potential must be specified. The method
employed in the program for specifying these data is discussed in Section 4.
Z. 2 Equilibrium Expansions
In the above formulation, the determination of the equilibrium reservoir
state was seen to require the condition of chemicai equilibrium (Eq. (5)), the
conservation of mass in the formation reactions (Eq. (4)), and global mass
conservation. In addition, an equilibrium expansion requires the conservation
of momentum and energy. For quasi-one-dimensional, inviscid flow the
global conservation of mass, momentum and energy may be expressed as
p _z A = _ = constant (13)
I
_'Iz 4_- c(_ = 0 (14)
I z
H *-_ zZ = H ° = constant (15)
9
the entropy of a chemically reacting mixture is
@-/_io
5. --
T
(16)
(17)
18
The entropy change for a chemically reacting mixture may be written
s @d/-/' j, d
j'-I
(18)
Then the condition of chemical equilibrium (Eq. (5)),
18
follows by enforcing a maximum in the free energy
may be rewritten as
s_Pj_
i=t
= 0 (19)
Also from Equations (14) and (15)
d/-/'- /, d_,' (20)
P
for a one-dimensional, inviscid flow. From Equations (18), (19), and (20) the
inviscid flow of a mixture in chemical equilibrium is seen to be isentropic.
Thus, an equilibrium expansion from a given reservoir state can be solved
in the same manner as the reservoir state by adding the constraint that
successive points in the expansion constitute an isentropic path.
The equilibrium solution is obtained by taking successive temperature
steps =from the reservoir value. The results of the previous step are used as
initial estimates for the pressure and concentrations of the components, and
the Newton-Raphson method is employed to find the correct pressure and
composition at the specified temperature and entropy. The governing equation
which must be satisfied by the c components and the pressure is
10
where
. for
_'. = 0 i = ], " " _, ¢_ C'el¢
j = I,--.,c is given by Equation (7) and
$
Z=l
(21)
Equation (21), which specifies the isentropic path, provides the additional
equation needed to find the pressure at successive temperature steps.
As cited above the equilibrium composition and pressure can be computed
at successive temperature intervals. The other flow properties can then be
found at each temperature as follows. Once the iteration for the pressure and
composition converges, the local molecular weight is computed from Equation
(10). Then the density is obtained from the equation of state (Eq. (lla)). If
P IT _, 7c_' and p are nondimensionalized by the reservoir values the state
equation may be written
The static enthalpy for the mixture is computed from Equation (12) and the
velocity from the energy equation (Eq. (15)). The value of the Mach number
at each point is obtained from the following formula.
/
where _b
In the above procedure the solution for an expansion in chemical
equilibrium is obtained as a function of temperature. In a nozzle-flow
expansion it is desired to obtain the solution as a function of area ratio. Here
the following procedure is employed to find the equilibrium-flow solution as
a function of area ratio. The equilibrium solution is obtained at successive
temperature intervals, computing the flux, p_, at each point. The maximum
and /Oh are the values of _ and /o at the previous computational step.
11
/9u_ and the corresponding temperature determine the throat conditions and
the critical mass flow for the equilibrium expansion. Having thus found the
mass flow the area ratio corresponding to each temperature can be found
from Equation (13).
In the computer program the throat, i.e., the maximum /oK is located
and then the equilibrium-flow calculation is restarted at the reservoir. The
solution is then obtained at fixed temperature intervals, computing the area
ratio at each point. Since the temperature intervals become very small when
seeking the critical mass flow, the results of that calculation are not printed
except for the throat values. Relatively few steps are repeated by this
restarting of the calculation at the reservoir.
The maximum value of /9_ is found by the following method. At each
temperature step the value of /oLz is compared with the value at the previous
two steps. Denoting the values of Bu as _t ' _' and _ in order of
decreasing temperature, the computation is continued at the original interval
in temperature until _3 _z._z " Once pu passes through a maximum, the
temperature step size is refined to locate the maximum precisely.
The refinement of the temperature step proceeds on the following basis.
If _ = _ , the temperature interval is halved and the computation restarted
at the temperature corresponding to _I " If _3 z IC2 the computation is
resumed with the smaller temperature interval starting at the temperature
corresponding to _p The temperature step is continually reduced whenever
_j _z=_ When the temperature interval becomes less than a specified value
_)/_ is lessthe sharpness of the maximum is examined. If (4_+f3- _
than .00001 the throat temperature is set equal to that corresponding to the
current value of _, . If the above condition is not satisfied a parabolic fit
for @(7") is obtained from the current values of _, , i¢ , % .
2-
•_=vo v°'-'t"' (T-T,)+ +¢"'*'re"_- 2' 4" (T-T_) (23)
2(_'T) 2, (& T) "
where AT is the size of the temperature step and Tj , T_ , and 7-aare the
temperatures corresponding to _, , _,. , andS3. The throat temperature is
then taken as that value for which a_//_gT obtained from Eq. (Z3) vanishes.
iZ
r,)z T
T : + 2(r,+%-2 (24)
The equilibrium solution is obtained in intervals of T of. 01. The
solution can be terminated at any specified temperature below the throat
temperature. Since intervals of.01 are taken, the specified temperature
stop must be :_ . 01 because the Newton-Raphson iteration procedure
diverges for T_ 0 , within the digital accuracy. If the equilibrium solution
were desired at temperatures below .01 T' then the program could be
modified to decrease the step size below a given temperature.
2. 3 Frozen Flow
The computer program also contains the option of generating the
solution for an expansion in which the chemical composition is frozen at the
reservoir state. As may be seen from Equation (l_) an inviscid, frozen
expansion is also isentropic. Using the value obtained for the reservoir
entropy the frozen flow may be determined by direct algebraic computation.
The procedure employed for the frozen flow solution is to specify a
temperature interval below the reservoir temperature. For the given
_. °temperature and _1' are calcuIated for each species. Then using the
reservoir entropy and composition the pressure is obtained from Equations
(16) and (17).
(25)
Next the density and static enthalpy are calculated from the thermal and
caloric equations of state (Equations (lib) and (12)). The velocity may then
be evaluated from the energy equation (15) using the reservoir, or stagnation
enthalpy.
By following the above procedure the frozen flow solution is obtained
at specified temperatures. The solution is found in terms of the nozzle area
ratio by the same method employed for the equilibrium solution. The
13
maximum in p_is found in order to locate the nozzle throat. The area ratio
is then found at each computational step using the continuity equation. Also
a Mach number is computed at each step using Equation (22).
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3. NONEQUILIBRIUM EXPANDING FLOWS
In this section the nonequilibrium flow computation is discussed. First
the analysis, governing equations, and the general method employed in the
solution are discussed. Then the method for starting the numerical integration
and the perturbation calculation used in the starting procedure are described.
Finally the numerical integration scheme used in the program is presented.
3. I Analysis and Governing Ecluations
The fluid considered is a multicomponent mixture composed of
chemical species.
of the form
j=l
/
3
These species undergo g coupled, chemical reactions
s !
x-'= I_2, ... ,,'_ (26)
where _ and _)ij. are the stoichiometric coefficients of the reactants and
products and _z and _,.z are the reaction-rate constants for the forward
and reverse reactions, respectively. Notice that these reactions differ from
the formation reactions (Equation (I)) and that here _ is not necessarily
equal to $-c . However, the equilibrium formation reactions may appear
in the nonequilibrium reaction mechanism.
The nonequilibrium flow is governed by the conditions of conservation
of mass, momentum, and energy (Equations (13)-(15)), the thermal and
caloric state equations (Equations(l l) and (12)), and the species conservation
equations. Again the enthalpy and chemical potential for each species must
be specified. For the nonequilibrium flow the condition that the chemical
elements be conserved is written
$
Z h,, - Q.,,
¢--I
(27)
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or alternatively
5
___z_ 0 ._ =/, _ . •. c (z8)K e_ia d_ =
]'1
In the nonequilibrium calculation the equations are written using the concen-
tration variable _. which is in units of moles per gram.
(1
The relation between the concentration variable X i used in the equili-
brium flow calculation and that used in the nonequilibrium calculation, _- ,
is
Xi : _. _ <291
Since the species gradients along the nozzle are connected by the element
conservation equation (Eq. (Z8)) there are ( s-c ) independent species con-
servation equations given by
q_
2_
= Z _. _ _'_ i= _,_,_+_,...,, _o_
where
' (31)
P_= P'_' k_oT// _ "i"
(32)
(33)
In the above equations _ is the axial distance along the nozzle, _ , divided
by the characteristic length _ . Also, _; and _a_ are the forward and
reverse rates of the _t__h_hreaction.
Due to the complexity of the chemical production terms on the right
hand side of the species conservation equations, the nonequilibrium solution
16
is obtained numerically. However, since all the flow gradients are assumed
zero in the reservoir the integration cannot he started there. In the case of
nonequilibrium solutions for diatomic gases the integration has been started
7
using a series expansion in inverse powers of the nozzle area ratios. This
procedure would be quite complicated for a multicomponent mixture. How-
ever, in the initial portion of the nozzle, the solutions for a diatomic gas
indicate that the flow remains very near equilibrium. Thus, the procedure
used to start the numerical integration in the present case is to treat the
initial portion of the nonequilibrium solution as a perturbation about the
infinite-reaction-rate equilibrium solution. The computation of the pertur-
bations is discussed in Section 3. 4. The procedure for starting the numerical
integration and the governing equations for the nonequilibrium computation
are discussed below.
The nonequilibrium expansion is governed by 5+3 first order differential
equations, element conservation, Equation {27), species conservation,
Equation (30), and the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. For
the nozzle-flow problem the area distribution is specified and the unknowns
are the species concentrations, _ , T , and p. The thermal and caloric
state equations are used to relate _ and H to these dependent variables. In
oi
the computer program for the numerical soluhon of this problem the governing
equations are arranged as follows. The energy and state equations are used
to eliminate the pressure and velocity derivatives in the momentum and
continuity equations.
_g/_ yields
d_/o ,_A
÷
Using Equation (12) to rewrite _/_ yields
Differentiating Equations (13} and (15) and eliminating
I ,_H
-0
U _ d,_
]-I
u d_A
- O (34)
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where
d_-d- (35)
Now differentiating Equations (1 1) and (15) and substituting the results in
(14), the momentum equation becomes
Using Equation (12) and the fact that
$ !
i=l
leads to
dr T dZ, vp
j..j de. p,
-0
Using Equation (34) this result becomes
'<" '<" '<s:, <'_" 7- _' 27--_+ _ _<,T
dZ,,,4
=0
_ (36)
For a prescribed geometry, Equations (28), (30), (34), and (36) are a set of
dZ_p
$ + 2. equations for the unknown slopes _ a_7- , and at a
point in the numerical integration. The quantity a_Y_p/_:is not eliminated
from Equations (34) and (36) because of the procedure adopted for starting
nonequilibrium solutions upstream of the nozzle throat.
As discussed in more detail in Section 6, the nozzle geometry may be
specified in either of two ways. For a wedge, cone, or hyperboloid geometry
the area ratio at a given nozzle station is given by a simple quadratic in 4¢ .
Different shapes may be specified for the converging and diverging sections.
Accordingly, for _ _ 0 the area ratio is given by
A(_z) = A, ¢ A_-_ + A 3 4_ (37)
and for 4¢ -_0
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IThe other method of specifying the nozzle geometry is applicable to
contoured shapes. In this case the nozzle area-ratio variation may be fitted
with a polynomial in seven different intervals, two in the converging section
and five in the diverging section. For reasons which become evident in
Section 3. 2 the polynomials in the first intervals in both sections must be
quadratics. The polynomials in the other regions may be up to sixth order.
Once the state of the flow is known at a given nozzle station ,_ and
_2,,_A_ is obtained from the specified A(-_) , slopes dS/d_ , dr/d_ ,
and Ml._p/_g may be calculated from the above set of s+_ differential
equations. These equations may then be integrated numerically to obtain
the temperature and composition at a new nozzle location. The numerical
technique employed is discussed in Section 3. 5. Once a new temperature
and composition have been determined the enthalpy may be calculated from
Equation (12), the velocity from Equation (15), the density from Equation (13),
and the pressure from Equation (II). At each point in the nonequilibrium
solution a Mach number is calculated based on a"speed of sound" given
i \,/,
/
Notice that the above defined speed of sound is not in general the speed of
propagation of small disturbances in a relaxing medium. 19 Also, at each
point a value of the entropy is computed from Equation (16).
In evaluating the density from the continuity equation (Equation (13))
it is tacitly assumed that _ , the critical mass flow is known. If the flow is
appreciably out of equilibrium upstream of the nozzle throat, -_ is not known
at the outset of the calculation. The method for handling this situation is
discussed below together with the description of the procedures for starting
the numerical solution.
The nonequilibrium flow solution may be stopped at either a specified
nozzle station or at the same temperature which is used for the frozen and
equilibrium solutions. Since the nonequilibrium solution may be time con-
suming (i.e. longer than 15 minutes on an IBM 7044) for a complex, chemical-
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kinetic model, provision can also be made for saving the computation at a
given point, as described in Section 7.
3. 2 Procedure for Starting a Nonecluilibrium Solution
As mentioned above the nonequilibrium solution cannot be started in
the reservoir. The solution is started by considering the nonequilibrium
solution to be a perturbation about the equilibrium solution in the early stages
of the expansion. Thus, as for the equilibrium flow, the nonequilibrium solu-
tion begins with taking fixed temperature steps from the reservoir state.
At each temperature the equilibrium composition, pressure, density, and
velocity are computed in the same manner as described in Section 2. 2. In
addition, the equilibrium values of d_./dz, _r//d_ , and d/mp/_, which are
needed in the perturbation calculation, are computed at each point. Equations
(28), (34), and (36) remain valid for infinite-rate equilibrium flow. However,
the rate Equations (30) cannot be used to determine the remaining (s-c)
species gradients in equilibrium. These additional equations for the species
gradients are obtained by differentiating the equation which expresses the
condition of chemical equilibrium, i.e. Equation (5):
- =od_p
The van't Hoff equation which can be written
i= C+1_...._5
T dT &:l
(40)
has been used in deriving Equation (39). Equation (39) may also be obtained
by enforcing the conditions of chemical equilibrium ( [_ = 0 and d_d/a' _ --0)
in Equation (33). The result is then
2O
Only (5-¢) of Equations (39a) are linearly independent9
noting that the _ _ _may be written in terms of the (5-6)
equilibrium formation reactions (Equations (2)).
= _¢; ]:a (41)
In other words, only the formation reactions need be considered for a flow
in chemical equilibrium. If the /_xj matrix is written for the formation
reactions it is seen that
= 0 (39a)
_;= I,-.., _
as may be seen by
t_j.' _ for the
w
for j _-I,..., c
(42)
f.:j _ --_2.,_'¢ for
thereby demonstrating the equivalence of (39) and (39a).
In order to calculate the equilibrium values of -_ drd_ , _ , and
a_I_p from Equations (28), (34), (36) and (39) the value of d2,._________Amust
be known. The value of the area ratio at a temperature step is calculated from
Equation (13) using the results of the equilibrium calculation for /o and /z ,
and the equilibrium-flow value of the critical mass flow, _,_ In the nozzle
flow program the area distribution is specified as a polynomial in _6 , the
distance along the nozzle, taking the origin at the geometric throat. Having
determined the area ratio at a given point in the calculation the specified
formula for A(,_) is inverted to obtain 4_ at the current computational point.
Then, using this value of ,z , d2-_,I/d_ can be calculated from the specified
description of the nozzle.
As mentioned in the previous section the nozzle geometry may be speci-
fied in either of two ways. When a simple shape_i, e._ a wedge, cone or
hyperboloid geometry, is used A_'Z) is a quadratic expression in 4' • For
the case of a simple geometry then, 4_ may be obtained from a given area
using the relations
21
A, + 7/_ -4A, (A,-A)
.2A 3
{44)
B,-/8;- ¢8,CB,-A>
¢ = -- _ _ > 0 (44a)
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The signs employed in the quadratic formula are determined by the behavior
of A(¢) in the converging and diverging sections.
The other method for specifying the nozzle geometry is to use a series
of polynomial fits to actual nozzle contours. In the first intervals upstream
and downstream the polynomials must be quadratics. In quadratic regions
Equations (44) or {44a) are used to invert the A(¢) expression to find ,z, .
In the intervals employing higher-order polynomials a Newton-Raphson iter-
ation procedure is used to invert the /_(_t)relation. The value of _t at the
previous step is used as an initial estimate in this procedure. Since quadratic
expressions are used in the first intervals in both sections, initial estimates
for ¢ which lie in the correct interval are ensured. The correct polynomial
to be used for A{_¢) is found by comparing A with the values at the dividing
points between intervals.
Summarizing the discussion of the starting procedure to this point:
the equilibrium flow solution is obtained as a function of temperature. Using
the equilibrium calculation for pat and the equilibrium flow value of m ,
A(_¢) is calculated at each point; the specified relation for A in terms of
,_ is then inverted to find _ . In turn, the calculated value of ¢ is used
to evaluate K_,,_/d_ at the current step. Having computed the equilibrium
composition and flow properties and evaluated d//,_A/d_. , the equilibrium
values of d_-/d4t , dF//d_¢ , and d_._p/a/_¢ may be found from Equations (28),
(34), (36), and (39).
The values of the above derivatives are then used to obtain the pertur-
bations of the composition and flow properties from their infinite-rate
equilibrium values. This procedure is continued until the perturbations are
large enough to start the numerical integration of the nonequilibrium solution.
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The calculation of the perturbations and the size they must attain to start
the numerical integration are discussed in ensuing the section.
Once the perturbation calculation indicates that the nonequilibrium
solution can be started, the perturbations in the species concentrations and
the temperature are added to the equilibrium flow values. Then the static
enthalpy and velocity are recomputed using Equations (12} and (15)_respectively.
The density is obtained from Equation {13} using the equilibrium-flow,critical
mass flow and the area ratio computed in the starting procedure. The
pressure is then evaluated from the state Equation {llb). Using the thus
obtained approximations to the nonequilibrium flow composition and properties
d_ p
at a point the slopes --_ dr and can be calculated from
the nonequilibrium flow equations as discussed in Section 3. I. Notice that
the nonequilibrium solution then proceeds in steps of _ instead of 7- as in
the starting procedure. Also, at each new value of _ the area ratio, /_) ,
and _A/d_ can be calculated directly from the specified relations for the
nozzle geometry. The rest of the nonequilibrium solution then proceeds as
described in Section 3. I.
If the departure of the flow from equilibrium is expected to be small
upstream of the nozzle throat then the starting procedure may be initiated
at the nozzle throat. Provision is made for taking a variable temperature
step from the equilibrium throat conditions. After this initial step the
starting procedure continues at the usual temperature interval employed in
the frozen and equilibrium computations ( 0o01 ToI ). If the starting procedure
is initiated at the reservoir and the solution approaches the nozzle throat
without the perturbations becoming large, the calculation is continued in the
same manner as if the option for starting at the throat were exercised.
3. 3 Modification of Nonequilibrium Calculation when Integration is Started
Upstream of Nozzle Throat
In discussing the nonequilibrium calculation and the starting procedure,
the critical mass flow was assumed to be the equilibrium-flow value. If the
flow is appreciably out of equilibrium upstream of the nozzle throat then the
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critical mass flow is not known beforehand. The results of earlier studies
indicated that the nonequilibrium density distribution upstream of the throat
and the critical mass flow differed only slightly from the equilibrium flow
values. On this basis an inverse procedure is used in the upstream region.
When the perturbation calculation (Section 3. 4) indicates that the
numerical integration of the nonequilibrium solution should be started up-
stream, the following procedure is adopted. The equilibrium flow density
distribution and critical mass flow are considered to be the prescribed
boundary condition instead of the specified nozzle geometry. The equilibrium
density is assumed to be related to the specified area distribution by
(p A)' O-p=<): c
This is the form of the relation between p and j for an ideal gas where
= 7"-I • In using Equation (45) to describe the p(AJ relation, the con-
stants _ and _ are evaluated from the following conditions at A = I: p=p_
(computed for equilibrium flow) and o{A/dp = 0. Differentiating (45) and
setting A = I, o[AldY = 0, and fl = /o_yields
(#>')=<(_ +2) : 2 /461
This resulting equation for o¢ is solved using a Newton-Raphson-type
iteration to satisfy the condition
#__) :_" )=<(=<+2) - 2 : o 147/
Since
where
_(_) must be zero, the _ +I estimate for _ is given by
,,+t ,, g (_-_)
o_ = _ _ (48)
__t
_-_,c: _÷') is obtained from a two-term Taylor series expansion about
If Equation (46) is rewritten as
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and _ (_+2) is expanded in a Taylor series about _ = 2, retaining the
first three terms, the following approximation is obtained for _ :
This result is used as an initial estimate for o_ in the iterative solution of
Equation (46), Once o_ is evaluated then C may be found by substituting
= /_ and A = 1 in Equation (45).P
Having found the constants _ and _.. , the density-area relation may
then be employed in the nonequilibrium solution upstream of the throat. At
each new value of _ in the numerical integration the area ratio is found from
the specified geometry. The equilibrium flow density and d]_n.p/,_'_ are then
evaluated as follows. Again a Newton-Raphson-type iteration procedure is
employed to find the value of p which satisfies Equation (45) for the given
values of A , _ , and _ . In this case the relation to be satisfied is
:(pA):O-p=)-C :o
and the
th
expansion about the n estimate
ap Ie==p,,
7l÷1 value for /o is obtained from a three-term Taylor series
This equation is then a quadratic equation for
-_, t 7/D,L2_Z_
Ap_
is given by
2 =O (51)
_+1 7/
--.A'° = /_ - p . The solution
where
D-- - }p -P='P " z Oio _"I p=p
(52)
I I
The sign in the quadratic formula is chosen so that the smaller l aPI is used.
The density from the previous computational step is used as an initial estimate
in solving for p at the new 4_ •
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In order to compute the nonequilibrium solution when p(_J is
_vp/d¢ must be calculated. Once the equilibrium flowspecified density
has been evaluated, d_/a/_¢ may be calculated using the values of /_ and
_/_/d_ corresponding to the actual specified geometry, and the relation
d_/o = 2 C d/_A (53)
d (p A) " - + )
This relation may be derived by logarithmically differentiating Equation (45).
The nonequilibrium flow Equations (28), (30), (34) and (36} are then solved
for d_. ¢, , and , where A is the cross-section of the
nonequilibrium streamtube flow having the density variation p(.'Z) , and the
numerical solution proceeds. For a converging-diverging nozzle _/_vA/_i_
passes through zero at the geometric throat. In the governing equations for
the flow of a reacting gas through a nozzle, a branch point exists where the
flow velocity becomes equal to the "frozen" sound speed. Since the frozen
sound speed for a reacting gas is always slightly larger than the velocity at
I"
the point of minimum cross section Li. e._/gp/d_p/,_,)j this branch point will
occur slightly downstream of the geometric throat. Hence the solution for
the upstream region is continued until the value of the area ratio, A (¢-,) ,
reaches a value which is typically downstream of this singular point in the
solution. Then the solution is continued in the usual way, i.e. by specifying
A (¢t) and solving for /9(,_). In the downstream region the specified A (_
is modified to obtain a smooth transition from the A _g) obtained using the
inverse procedure in the upstream region.
When the nonequilibrium calculation is switched from the upstream
to the downstream region the calculated value of _,_,A/d_,isregion com-
pared with the value given by the modified area-ratio relation for the down-
stream section. If these two values differ by greater than a specified amount,
the switch from the upstream to downstream region is made at a smaller
value of _ . Also, once the switch from the upstream region to the down-
has been effectedlthe value of _]_/d¢ computed at eachstream region point
in the nonequilibrium solution is monitored. If d/,_p/_zI_ becomes positive
slightly downstream of the switching point from the upstream to the downstream
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this switching point is moved further downstream. If a_/_/9/d_" be-region,
comes positive at a significant distance from the upstream to downstream
switching point the reason cannot be attributed to the branch point in the
solution and the calculation is stopped.
As evident in the present discussion, when the solution is started in
the upstream region the area-ratio variation of the nonequilibrium solution
is slightly different from the specified geometry. Consequently, the area-
ratio variation for this case does not become unity at the throat. In principle
this area ratio distribution should then be renormalized using the value at
the minimum cross-section. In practice, this value differs from unity by
less than l_c and renormalization is unnecessary.
3. 4 Perturbation Calculation Used in Starting Nonequilibrium Flow Solution
As mentioned earlier the numerical integration cannot be started at
the reservoir because there the gradients of the flow properties vanish. The
procedure adopted in the present program is to start the numerical integration
by considering the nonequilibrium flow solution to be a perturbation about the
infinite-rate equilibrium flow in the initial stage of the expansion. Let the
species concentrations and flow properties be given by
r = T + 6T (54)
p =_+6p
where the bar symbol denotes the infinite rate equilibrium value. The element
conservation equation (Eq. (27)) yields
$
5- 8ri :0 c (ss)
Similarly substituting (54) in the species conservation equations (Eq. (30)')
yields, to first order,
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Now an important point in the perturbation procedure arises. The bar
symbol denotes that a quantity is to be evaluated using the equilibrium flow
values of the dependent variables. Thus, _ does not denote the value of Pz
for the infinite-rate equilibrium flow, but rather P_ evaluated using the actual
value of _._; and /_, T , and _.. Since, _.. is the same as in the equilibrium
flow, _ = 0 and the above equation becomes
(56)
The _.._ may be written in terms of _G" ' (_-y ' and _/a retaining only first-
order terms as
S
8T _? j:l °_#'i 1,9
Evaluating the coefficients of the perturbations leads to
From the energy Equation (15)
8H + : 8_ =0
(57)
Using Equations (12) and (13) this becomes
(58)
The remaining governing equation, the momentum equation, has not as
yet been perturbed. The perturbed momentum equation would involve
derivatives of the perturbations. The use of the perturbed momentum
equation would then make the solution for the perturbation quantities quite
difficult. At this point two approximations based on the pure diatomic gas
studies ? are introduced
and
8p --O
• " 4<
d_ _ac
(59)
(60)
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In Reference 9 it is shown that the series expansion procedure employed to
start the solutions obtained in Ref. 7 justifies these assumptions near the
reservoir.
Also discussed in Reference 9 are alternative methods which might
be used instead of Equations (59) and (60). Rather than using _/o = 0 in place
of the perturbed momentum equation the condition
8,3'= 0 (61)
was employed. Based on numerical computations with the program Equation
(61) is known to be accurate to higher order than 6/9 = 0, Equation (61) is
used in the program modification discussed in Appendix A. Also, a successive
scheme was employed to estimate the terms d(_/d)/6_, inapproximation
Equation (56). This improvement offered no significant advantage over the
method presented here.
Using Equations (57) and (60) in (56) yields
Now Equations (55), (58), (59), and (62) provide (s+2) algebraic equations
for _/. , _'1-, and $/oin terms of the equilibrium flow properties at a given
nozzle station.
As described in Section 3.2 the nonequilibrium nozzle flow solution is
started by obtaining the equilibrium flow solution at successive steps in tem-
perature. At each step the results of the equilibrium calculation are used
to obtain the values of _3. ' _7", and _/9 . Then, using these results_values
of _{g are computed at each point from Equation (57). When any one of the
8_[2 _, exceeds a specified value, the values of _ , 87", and_)oare added
to the respective equilibrium flow values and the numerical integration is
begun.
Numerical difficulties arise when trying to integrate the nonequilibrium
equations for small values of _2 " Consequently, the solution should be
started for as large values of _ , i. e._ as far downstream as possible
g
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without the linear perturbation procedure becoming inaccurate. At each
computational step in the starting procedure the perturbations are added to
the equilibrium values of _: , 7- ,
from Equation (33). Since _; = 0,
and p, and values of _: are computed
if the linearization procedure is valid
Experience obtained in the use of the program indicates that Equation (63)
-l
holds for values of (5_X up to the order of 10 Thus, the numerical
integration is started when the largest _ is typically 0. I.
In the above discussion it is indicated that all of the species gradients
are evaluated from the rate equations once any _Z exceeds the specified
test. In the nonequilibrium flow of a multicomponent mixture it is possib]e
for some reactions to remain much closer to equilibrium than others. In
Reference 9, a procedure is described whereby the numerical integration is
started at different points for different species. However, if there are more
reactions than species there is more than one production term in the species
conservation equations and the procedure becomes inconvenient. Further-
more, the method does not help when two competing reactions keep a species
concentration near the equilibrium value. As discussed in the ensuing section
the numerical-integration scheme employed in the computer program was
developed specifically for strongly coupled nonequilibrium processes. The
use of this method has alleviated difficulties associated with some species
remaining near their equilibrium distributions.
3. 5 Numerical Integration Method Employed in Nozzle Flow Program
The solution of the nonequilibrium nozzle flow problem requires the
numerical integration of a system of first-order differential equations of
the form
=ec , 7)
_ (64)
In the original version of the program a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme was
employed. For this method, the formula for each ,_f in an interval is of
form
3O
where
÷-7-- %=
and
The 4th order Runge-Kutta formula (Equation (65)) is derived assuming that
the slope in any integration interval is given by
= A+
The Runge-Kutta method is generally quite adequate for the numerical
solution of nonequilibrium flows. However, when the flow is near an
equilibrium condition this method becomes unstable except for extremely
small step sizes. The way in which the instability arises can be explained
in the following manner. Near an equilibrium condition the species conserva-
tion equations can be written in the form
where p , an inverse relaxation length, is a large number and _- ],
the departure from equilibrium, is small. Differentiation of Equation (68)
shows successive derivatives of'_v to be p times larger than the previous
order, hence the higher order derivatives of _are large.
The 4th order Runge-Kutta method is inadequate for such equations.
Recently, Treanor 20 has developed a modification of the 4th order Runge-
Kutta scheme which alleviates the numerical inaccuracy of the original
method for near-equilibrium flows. Instead of Equation (67) the following
relation is used for the slope in an interval.
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- - p(',y-_-,)+A_-B_-_,.). 7(_ *, (69)
This relation leads to the following integration formula
A_ = _ {AK, "B(A_)Fz ÷ C(A_)" F3 ) (70)
where _ I
_-o:_ , __ _ F-P_',,_)]- .(_÷._)] - p(A_)
and
_y;/ A_ _,,
(7 l)
(7 2)
The _'Z and _z are again given by Equation (66). The modified Runge-
Kutta expression is of higher order than the 4th order Runge-Kutta expres-
sion but approaches the latter for small values of _g_).
When P{_¢)is large the value obtained for y4 using the Runge-iKutta
relation (Equation (66)) is inaccurate. Since P is evaluated knowing _ ,
_, , and @_ then _+ can be evaluated using Equation (67) with the quadratic
term omitted. The result is
When p(_t) is small, which corresponds to a situation where
Equation (68) is not valid, negative values of P are possible. In this case
the original Runge-Kutta formula is used. Furthermore, when _ , _2 '
and _3 are nearly equal_P cannot be evaluated accurately using Equation (72).
However, when the slopes @j , _ , and _'3are very close, the Runge-Kutta
formula should be accurate and again it is used to obtain Z_ .
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In a nozzle flow calculation the numerical integration is stable for a
much larger step size in the later stage of the expansion than in the initial
stage. The numerical integration is begun with a step size which is known
to be small enough to ensure stability. Then if the solution passes certain
integration tests the step size is increased. In this way much larger inte-
gration steps are taken in the downstream part of the solution and the com-
puting time is not prohibitive.
Two integration tests are used to control the step size in the program:
(I) the percentage changes of _. and T in an interval must be less than a
/;
specified value (2) 7/ and 7" must be positive at both intermediate points
and the final point in the Integration. Initially, if these tests are passed
on a specified number of successful steps then the interval size is increased
by a factor of I.i. If the interval size has been increased successfully a
specified number of times then the factor by which the interval size is
changed is increased by 0. I. In the program the number of successful
increases required before increasing the rate of increase is taken to be the
same as the number of successful steps required before increasing the
interval. When any of the integration tests are failed the step size and the
rate of increase are reduced.
The use of the modified Runge-Kutta scheme including the latter
method for determining _ (Equation (73)) has considerably extended the
capability of the nozzle flow computer program. Many solutions have been
obtained which could not be obtained using the 4th order Runge-Kutta
method. Also, solutions can be obtained with far fewer integration steps
and hence for smaller computing times. The results obtained for the species
concentrations in a solution for a nozzle expansion of air from reservoir
conditions of T o = 10,000°K_ _o = 4400 arm. are shown in Figure i. As
discussed in Reference II these reservoir conditions fall in the range where
the nitric-oxide shuffle reactions keep the nitrogen-atom concentration very
near its equilibrium value throughout the expansion. This solution, which
was originally obtained using the Runge-Kutta method, was repeated using
the modified Runge-Kutta scheme. A comparison between the two results
for the nitrogen-atom concentration for a section in the initial part of the
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expansion is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen the step size in the modified
Runge-Kutta method is larger. Attempts at increasing the step size with
the Runge-I<utta method lead to oscillations of the character demonstrated
in Figure 2.
In the above comparison of the modified and 4th order Runge-Kutta
schemes the integration tests which limit the relative changes in the species
concentrations and temperature were set at l_e. The modified Runge-Kutta
method can be used successfully with larger integration tests: the integration
tests on the species concentrations and the temperature are typically set
at. 10 and. 05 respectively. When these values of the integration tests are
used, solutions can be started with integration steps as high as 10-2cm for
the modified Runge-Kutta scheme as opposed to 10 .6 cm for the 4th order
method,
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4. THERMODYNAMIC AND CHEMICAL-KINETIC MODELS
In this section the methods employed in the computer program for
specifying the thermodynamic and chemical character of a gas model are
described. As mentioned in Section 2. l the chemical species which are to
be considered in a mixture are specified through the _z/ matrix. Further
data which must be supplied to compute the thermodynamic properties of the
mixture at a given point are thermodynamic properties -_g , /_t_,
O
and $/ for each species. In the n0nequilibrium computation, data for
chemical reactions among the species must be provided in addition to the
thermodynamic properties of the species.
As mentioned previously, it is assumed that the expanding gas mix-
ture remains in thermal equilibrium and consequently that there is no
coupling between the chemical kinetics and the internal degrees of freedom
of the gas. In high temperature expansions vibration-dissociation coupling
may become significant. Unfortunately there are not at present any estab-
lished models available for the assessment of these effects, hence they have
not been included in the program.
The data for specific kinetic models are not included in the present
discussion. However, the reports and papers describing the applications of
the program l' 10-17 contain detailed summaries of the models employed. A
sample kinetic model for air and the preparation of input data for this model
are illustrated in Section 6.2.
4. I Specification of Thermodynamic Properties of the Species
For a mixture of ideal gases the thermodynamic properties _i' /'_/ '
O
and 4" are only functions of temperature. Two methods are employed in the
computer program to specify these required functions of temperature (a) a
simple-harmonic-oscillator model, (b) polynomial fits to more accurate
calculations of species properties. In both methods the species are assumed
to be vibrationally and electronically excited, in equilibrium with the local
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translational temperature. Both the translational and rotational degrees of
freedom are assumed to always be fully excited. In the harmonic-oscillator
description the electronic excitation is assumed to be given by the first few
terms in the partition function sum. In the thermo-fit method, as the poly-
nomial fit method is called, the computations of the vibrational and electronic
contributions are typically more accurate than the simple harmonic oscillator
calculation since account is usually made of anharmonic vibrations, vibration-
rotation coupling, and more terms in the electronic partition function.
Using the simple harmonic-oscillator model the specific enthalpy for
a monatomic or diatomic species may be written
e, ._,)_% , ,.,%
T - 2 " T ee,;Ir_; (74)
no. of atoms per molecule of / th species,
characteristic vibrational temperature of j th species,
and
(usually zero temperature). The maximum value of L] , the number of
terms in the electronic contribution to _l-_j., allowed for in the program
is I0.
i_E1.= degeneracy and energy of 2 th electronic state of : th species,
_o is the formation enthalpy of each species at standard conditions
For the oscillator model the chemical potential at standard pressure
(l atm.) is given by
-'gi. s+z /"
_ T (75)
+_'lie-%j/r),=,
where
5"+20_i-I) _ To' (76)
_6
and
#
In Equation (75)_i, "_ '_u ,_t_'are respectively the mass of the _ th
particle, Boltzmann's constant, PlanctUs constant, and the standard
all in c.g.s, units. Also 02 is the characteristic rotationalpressure,
temperature in °K.
0
In the nozzle flow computations the quantities S/ and _,.are also
O
needed. Using Equation (17) S/ may be found once ._f and/oLj, are known,
o _,-_}
s/ = T (17)
Differentiating Equation (74)
d_i- _r Z
4.
(__f °vi / r
e _ )_"-') (e%? r
(78)
Thus, in the harmonic-oscillator description of the species properties the
following constants must be specified for each species: -t'lj , Or. •
J g
# "The thermo-fit method of specifying or ./_/ is to fit a fourth-
order polynomiaI in temperature to caIcuIated data for the individual
species. Thus
I C" 2
(79)7-
x i is obtained by differentiation
_,-6:: _ ,_*6 r'. o/:')"+_/ (:'f
(8O)
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Again Sj. is computed from Equation (17) and is obtained by
differentiating Equation {80}. Thus, in order to use the thermo-fit method
the polynomial coefficients czj,- 4" ' cj , d/ , e/ , and _:j together
with ._j.° must be specified for each species.
In the computer program provision is made for using the harmonic-
oscillator description for some species and the thermo-fit method for others,
in a given calculation. The use of this option is discussed in Section 6. This
option is useful, for example, for a mixture containing triatomic or more
complex species since the above harmonic-oscillator description can only
be used for monatomic and diatomic species.
Another option incorporated in the program allows the use of a thermo-
fit description over the initial part of the expansion and a harmonic-oscillator
description downstream. This additional feature is useful for high-expansion
nozzle flows at high reservoir temperatures. In general the harmonic-
oscillator model becomes inaccurate at high temperatures. Thus a
polynomial fit to more accurate data can be used in the initial, high-temper-
ature portion of the expansion. However, the temperature variation in such
an expansion is large and hence may decrease below the lower limit of the
range over which the polynomial coefficients are valid. In this case, the
harmonic-oscillator description which is accurate at moderate and low
temperatures (up to about 5000°H in air} can be used to extend the thermo-
dynamic description to cover the entire expansion. The use of this latter
option is illustrated for the air flow example presented in Section 6.
4.2 Chemical Kinetic Model
The chemical reactions among the species in the gas model are
/
specified through the _ and #2_- matrices. As seen from Equation (Z6}
these matrix elements represent the stoichiometric coefficients of the j th
species on the reactants and products side, respectively, of the 7th reaction.
In addition, the reaction rate constants must be specified for the forward
direction of each reaction. Thus each reaction should be written so that the
rate constant is known for the forward direction. The reverse rate constant
is then computed through the equilibrium constant.
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fIn the computer program forward rate constants are written in the form
which is the usual form in which experimental data are given. If third-bodies
appear in dissociation-recombination reactions and the rate-constants are
the same for some of the third bodies the following simplification is possible.
For reactions having the same rate constant but different third bodies only
/
one reaction is written, omitting the third bodies in the _)zi and 9zi matrices.
Then the forward rate constant for this reaction is written
.,4_¢2 A; Ts_I_ -'ct_//_or" Ip,, '_ I '_"= e 7 uq (8z)
[-I
where U..= 1 for all species which are third bodies in the £ th reaction and
"t
zero otherwise, As can be seen from Equations (30)-(33) when _z = 1, this
procedure for reducing the number of reactions in the kinetic model is simply
a regrouping of the chemical production terms in the species conservation
equations. If there are no third bodies in a given reaction then _,_ = 0 and
no entry is necessary in the corresponding row of the U2jmatrix.
When the numerical solution is begun at a point where the flow is out
of equilibrium and hence all the flow properties and the composition are
specified_there is no requirement for a minimum number of reactions in the
kinetic model. However, when the perturbation method is employed to
start from an equilibrium state, there must be as many linearly independent
reactions in the chemical kinetic model as there are formation reactions in
the equilibrium calculation. In other words, a sufficient number of linearly
independent reactions must be included so that the rank of the /_2_" matrix
J
is ('$-¢) . If the rank of /SX_ is less than ($-c), the perturbations in species
f/
concentrations are not uniquely determined by the perturbed rate equations.
In each nozzle flow calculation the rank of /_z" is tested using a standard8
diagonalization procedure. If the reactions thought to be important in a
calculation do not have a /_zi of rank (s-c), appropriate formation reactions
with fictitiously low rate constants should be included in the model.
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5. ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES OF NOZZLE FLOW PROGRAM
The nozzle flow computer program contains options which permit
including ionized species and nonequilibrium ionization reactions, vibrational
excitation frozen at the reservoir value, and effects of moderate gas
imperfections on the initial, near-equilibrium portion of the expansion. The
analysis underlying these options and the procedure for exercising them are
discussed in this section.
5. l Nozzle Flow Calculation for Ionized Flows
The procedure for computing the flow of a reacting mixture through a
converging-diverging nozzle can be extended to ionized mixtures by treating
15
electrons as a separate chemical element Each of the positively
ionized species would then be formed by subtracting electrons from the
corresponding neutral species; negatively, by adding. The conservation of
elements equation (Eq. (27)) for the electrons then enforces conservation of
charge. The formation enthalpy of each of the ions is the sum of the
formation enthalpy and the ionization potential of the corresponding neutral
species. Accordingly the electrons are referenced to the same zero level
of energy as the molecular species. The sample calculation described in
Section 6 includes ionized species.
In the reservoir and equilibrium-flow computations the electrons are an
independent species or component. Hence, the concentrations of the ions in
the mixture are found in terms of the electron concentration. In an equilibrium
expansion to low temperature the electron concentration and thus the ion
concentrations approach zero. Thus, when the electron concentration
decreases below a specified value, the ionized species are dropped from the
computation. In order to perform this truncation of the model the electrons
and ions must be listed in a certain order in the _.. matrix. The
instructions for ionized flows are included in the description of the input-data
format in Section 6. At present the ionized species are dropped from the
-30
computation when the electron concentration becomes less than 10 moles
per gram of mixture. However, the electron concentration cannot be
4O
expected to be calculated accurately at these very low levels. The accuracy
of the equilibrium solution for an ionized flow is further discussed in Section
7 under the description of the subroutine used for solving the set of linear
algebraic equations arising in the Newton-Raphson iteration.
If the electrons are treated as a separate chemical species the pro-
cedure for specifying reactions between ions and neutrals or electrons, ions,
and neutrals is the same as for chemical reactions of neutral species.
Solutions for nozzle flows of high-temperature air have been obtained
including the effects of nonequilibrium ionization 15 The estimates for the
rate constants of three-body deionization paths included in the computational
model led to values of A z (Eq. (82)) which exceed the digital capacity of the
machine ( > I038). Since the product _z I appears as a multiplying
factor in each term of the species production terms (Eq. (30)) the following
remedy was adopted. The constant factors in all of the rate constants were
lowered by a factor such that the largest value would be /- 1038. Then the
characteristic length, ._ , was increased by this factor. When this
procedure is employed the coefficients in the A(*) relation must be
compensated so that the correct value of A_/A _ is given at each t
In previous experience with this option of the program it was found that
when several positive ions were included in the calculation, charge was not
conserved in the nonequilibrium solution. This discrepancy has been
attributed to integration error arising from using the differentiated form of the
element conservation equations (Eq. (28)). This problem does not arise in
conserving the neutral elements, element conservation being obtained to
within four-decimal places in existing solutions. The lack of charge
conservation has been remedied by equating the electron concentration to the
algebraic sum of the ion concentrations after each numerical integration step
in the nonequilibrium solution.
Using the above procedure for solving ionized flows is valid only for
weakly ionized flows in the absence of applied fields. At very high temper-
ature and low pressures gases become highly ionized and the assumption of
a mixture of perfect gases breaks down. Attractive forces between the
charged particles become important and Debye shielding effects must be
considered in the state equation. Also the present analysis neglects
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diffusion and nonequilibrium electron temperatures,
not valid for highly ionized nozzle flows.
assumptions which are
5.2 Nozzle Flow Calculation for Frozen Vibrational Excitation
In describing the nozzle-flow computation for frozen, equilibrium and
nonequilibrium chemistry the vibrational degree of freedom was said to
remain in equilibrium with translation during the expansion. The other
limiting assumption for the degree of vibrational excitation, i.e. frozen at
the reservoir value, is also allowed for in the nozzle-flow program. This
option may only be exercised when the harmonic-oscillator model is used
for the thermodynamic data because that model explicitly displays the
vibrational contribution to the internal energy.
If the vibrational excitation is assumed to remain frozen at the
reservoir value, the equation for the specific enthalpy of the _th species
becomes
X/T-X:,_ 5+2(_,iz-') +(_j-')__iT--
Accordingly,
O
/.,-: -.Kio
T
I 1=1
+
the chemical potential of each species is given by
+ \"'-V V
(74a)
(75a)
The derivative dj[/./dTnow contains no vibrational contribution and hence is
O •
given by Equation (78) with the vibrational term omitted, sj. is obtained
from +2(n_. 0 :_.___. /_eOVi %_
S:: ai + 2 (l+"_ T)+(n_-I') }e";i-I(e +"_ ";--le_-I /j
_--_/ e- (:Ji ( 17 a)
+ _ +2,., _i
2__i:l _'*ie-_*i/T
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5. 3 Correction for Moderate Gas Imperfections
At very high densities, the assumption that the molecules of a gas are
noninteracting, point particles is no longer valid. At high temperatures and
high densities, if ionization is negligible, the dominant intermolecular
forces in a gas mixture are the repulsive forces between particles. Thus,
in this situation the gas imperfections essentially stem from the finite volume
of the particles.
When these effects are moderate, i.e. when the volume of the particles
is i0% or less of the volume occupied by the gas, they can be approximated
by assuming the mixture to be composed of fictitious hard-sphere particles.
21
The equation of state for such a mixture is
where _ is four times the volume of the particles, _" is the molecular
weight of the undissociated mixture, and _ is the molecular weight of the
mixture. The so-called "co-volume" of the particles, _o , is given by
2
= -y N° o- (83)
where No is Avogadro's number and 0_ is the diameter of the particles.
The state equation may be written
, ~,
_" =P '_°7" (84)
where /2_ _ is an effective density defined by Equations (llc) and (84).
When a hard-sphere model is employed to account for gas imperfections
there is no correction to the ideal-gas internal energy. However the enthalpy
is given by
,, , ,/ /_" ,_oT'
H = E + P/p' = E'+-_7_
/- (85_
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or
(85a)
If the temperature and pressure of a gas mixture are specified and the
diameter of a hard sphere representing the mixture is used, then the gas
density is given by (llc) and the enthalpy is given by (85).
Using the above approximation the effect of gas imperfections on the
nonequilibrium nozzle flow calculations can be accounted for in the following
manner. The reservoir computation is carried out for a specified
temperature and pressure. The composition is the same as for an ideal
gas mixture but the enthalpy and density are computed using (85) and (llc).
The computation for the equilibrium portion of the expansion proceeds in the
same fashion as before. However, now the thermal and caloric state
equations are written
:/oo"
7-
(lld)
(85b)
The solutions available for nonequilibrium nozzle flows indicate that
high reservoir densities delay the departure from equilibrium. At densities
sufficiently high for gas imperfections to be significant, the flow will remain
near equilibrium over an appreciable portion of the expansion. Thus, in the
nozzle-flow program the corrections for gas imperfections are included in
the state equations only for the near-equilibrium portion of the flow. The
flow will most likely have expanded to the point where the ideal-gas
equations apply before departing from equilibrium.
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The above procedure for accounting for gas imperfections has been
applied to nozzle flows of air for reservoir temperatures of 8000, ]0,000,
12,000 and 15,000°I< and reservoir densities of 10 and 100 times sea level
density. II Hilsenrath 2Z has computed the thermodynamic properties and
composition of equilibrium air including second virial corrections for
to 15000°I< densities up to log (p//p°) = 2.2. Consideringtemperatures up
o
air to be composed of fictitious "air molecules", a value of o" of 2.6Ain
Equation (llc) was found to fit Hilsenrath's calculations for the compressibility
factor _ very well in the range of interest. For given temperature and
pressure, the correction to the density at an ideal gas value of 100 p° is
about i0% in this temperature range. Also, at this density level Hilsenrath's
results indicate the corrections to the internal energy and enthalpy to be
about I% and 3% respectively. While the model used in the nozzle flow
program assumes no correction to the internal energy, the correction to
the enthalpy given by Equation (85) is about 3%. In the nozzle flow solutions
obtained in Reference 11, the gas had expanded to the point where it could
be considered ideal before significantly departing from equilibrium. Further
details on the application of this method to high density airflows and the
results of such calculations are presented in Reference l I.
Thus, the computer program is capable of including the effects of
moderate gas imperfections on nozzle expansions for high reservoir densities.
In order to use this option an empirical value of 0" , the diameter of a
"molecule" of the mixture, must be chosen for the conditions of interest.
As discussed in Section 6, this option can be excluded from the calculation
by simply setting "_o = 0. Then the equations in the program reduce to
those for a mixture of ideal gases.
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6. INPUT-OUTPUT PROCEDURES
This section describes the input-output procedures for the nozzle-f!ow
program. The preparation of input cards is discussed, including a description
of various options available in the program. This is followed by sample input
data for an ionized air calculation. The output format is then described,
illustrated by sample output data for the ionized air example.
6. l Preparation of Input Cards
The input cards necessary to initiate a nozzle flow computation are
listed below. The cards are listed in the order they appear in the data deck
and an explanation of the information required is given for each card type.
The definitions of the FORTRAN symbols used to indicate the information on
each card type are given in Section 7.3; sample input cards are presented in
Section 6.2.
Format (1614)Card Type l
ISWIA 1 if solution with frozen chemistry is required
0 otherwise
ISW2A l if solution with nonequilibrium chemistry is
required
0 otherwise
ISW3A l if solution with equilibrium chemistry is
required
0 otherwise
ISW4A l if another run follows
0 otherwise
ISW5A 0 this indicator is not currently used
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ISW6A
ISWIB
ISW2B
ISW3B
ISW4B
ISW5B
ISW6B
Card Type 2
ACOM(I)
Card Type 3
IRUN
ISC
ISS
ISR
IC
NQS
IUPD
I if reservoir calculation only is required
0 otherwise
Six extra indicators are available for additional
options as required. Storage is alloted in COMMON
for those indicators. If not used, the remainder of
the card may be left blank.
Format (12A6)
up to 120 alpha-numeric characters describing
run, printed as heading on first page of output.
(There will be 2 cards.)
Format (1614)
run number
number of chemical elements (maximum of 10,
including the electron)
number of chemical species (maximum of 20)
number of reactions (m_vimum of 64)
number of ions (do not count the electron)
number of successful integration steps before
increasing step size (normally 4)
1 if starting upstream of throat
0 if starting downstream of throat
The nonequilibrium solution may be started either
upstream or downstream of the nozzle throat.
For upstream starts, the solution is begun by
stepping off in temperature an amount DELT3
from the reservoir. For downstream starts the
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NFIT
KHO
KKUR
NAFIT
INEQV
IROBAR
Card Type 4
CTAP
PRESA
GTMXX
program computes the equilibrium conditions
at the throat and then steps off in temperature
DELT2 to begin the nonequilibrium solution.
The downstream start may be used for cases in
which nonequilibrium effects are negligible
upstream. However, if any question exists the
solution should be started upstream.
l if any thermo-fit cards are to be used
0 otherwise
l if any harmonic-oscillator cards are to be used
0 otherwise
1 if third body matrix is used (see Card Type 8,
QQ(I) )
0 otherwise
l if fitted nozzle geometry is used
0 if standard nozzle geometry is used
(see Card Type 13a, b)
l if frozen vibration
0 if equilibrium vibration
l if effective density, RHOBAR, is printed
(see Section 6.3)
0 otherwise
Format (7FI0.0)
reservoir temperature in °K
reservoir pressure in atm
temperature at which switch is made from
thermo-fit to harmonic-oscillator data (in °K)
(see Card Types 14-18)
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CXMAX
SL
BZERO
TSTOP
Maximum value of
The nonequilibrium calculation may be terminated
either by an upper limit on _ or a lower limit on
temperature (TSTOP). Both values must be read
in, the one not being used set to a large (small)
number. The frozen and equilibrium solutions
use only the temperature stop. For these
calcuiations TSTOP must be greater than the size
of the temperature step used (DELT1, which is
set equal to . 01 T/ in the program) otherwise a
calculation will be attempted at nearly zero
temperature.
Characteristic length used for nondimensionalizing
,¢ (cm.). When a standard geometry is used the
nozzle scaIe may be changed by simply changing
The equations for a wedge, cone, or
hyperbolic nozzle become A = I + _ ,
-A = 1 + Z _ + ¢_ , and A = 1+_ if _ is 0,
,_,_/,_;2._ O, and _"/,f_ _,respectively. In these
expressions for I , ._, is the half-height of the
wedge throat, A. _ the throat radius of the conical
or hyperbolic nozzIe, O is the half-angle of the
wedge or cone, and _0 is the half-angle of the
asymptote cone for the hyperbolic, axisymmetric
nozzle. For fitted geometries .£ is usually set
at 1 cm so that the coefficients in the area-ratio
expression are the same as for ¢ measured in
cm.
Constant _/_o used in imperfect gas correction.
(Section 5.3) (cm3/mole) set at zero if ideal gas
equation of state is used.
temperature stop in °K
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Card Type 5
T PRINT
DELTAX
DELTZ
DELT3
TTEST
GT EST
Card Type 6
C EC HII (I)
Card Type 7
ELMENT (K)
Format (7Fl0.0)
Temperature interval between printouts
(nondimensional) if TPRINT = 0, every step is
printed.
Initial integration step size (nondimensional),
usually 0.01.
Temperature step from throat for starting the
nonequilibrium solution downstream (non-
dimensional), usually 0.01. DELT2 must be
small enough so that departures from equilibrium
are still small at the starting point.
Temperature step from reservoir for upstream
start, usually .001.
Integration test: maximum size of T in one
Runge-Kutta step, usually .05.
test: maximum size of I -_ inIntegration
I tj
one step, usually 0. 1.
Format (7F10.0)
The switch from equilibrium to nonequilibrium is
made when _ {z lies in the range CECHII(I)
_- _ _,_ -- PCTEST (CECHII(I)). If _ _
crosses this interval in one step, the step size
is reduced until a value of _{Z is four_d in the
correct range. The switch is made when any one
of the _;'_ reaches the test value. Usually
CECHII(I} = 0. i , PCTEST = l.Z. There will be
ISR of the CECHII(I), 7 to a card. Use as many
cards as necessary.
Format (A6, ZFl0.0}
Chemical symbol for element
5O
CAPQ(K)
CMW(K)
Card Type 8
CA[([)
Atoms of element .2_ per molecule of mixture
(atom fractions of elements).
Molecular weight of element
¢fhere will be ISC of these cards.)
Format (4E14.8)
A_, cm3/mole sec(°K) _: or cm6/mole z see (°K)_Z
ETAI(1)
CEACT(I)
QQ(1)
Card Type 9
ALPIJ(I, J)
power of temperature dependence in _#z3
Eact., cal/mole °K
I if reaction involves a third body
0 otherwise
For reactions involving a nonreacting third body,
A +B +M _AB +M
it is convenient to be able to treat all third bodies
having the same reaction-rate constant as a single
molecule, rather than including a separate
reaction for each. This is made possible by
setting QQ(I) = I. The species which are to
serve as third bodies are specified on Card
Type 12. (Section 4.2).
(There will be ISR of these cards.)
Format (24F3.0)
Number of atoms of element J in species I,
J = 1, ---ISC. The independent species or
components must be listed in the first ISC rows.
Any set of species may be chosen as components
as long as the resulting _£. matrix is of rank
ISC. However, a species whose concentration
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Card Type I0
XNUIJP(I, J)
Card Type ii
XNUIJ(I, J)
Card Type 12
KUR(I, J)
Card Type 13 a
ASUB(I)
BSUB (I)
may go to zero during the expansion should not
be chosen. Thus, it is sometimes better to
choose diatomic molecules (Nz, OZ) than atoms.
If ionization is considered, the electron should
be chosen as one of the components. Provision
has been made to truncate the _° . matrix if the
concentration of electrons becomes /_ 10 -30
Consequently, the electrons should be listed in
the first row and all ions in the last rows of
_zi (see Section 5. l).
(There will be ISS of these cards.)
Format (24F3.0)
Number of molecules of species J on product
side of reaction I. J = l,.... ISS.
(There will be ISR of these cards.)
Format (24F3.0)
Number of molecules of species J on reactant
side of reaction I. J = l, .,ISS.
(There will be ISR of these cards.)
Format (301 I)
1 if species J serves as a third body in
reaction I
0 otherwise
(There will be one card for each reaction which
involves a third body.)
Format (5E14.8)
upstream area coefficients, I = ]...... 10
downstream area coefficients. I = 1..... 31
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ATP(I)
Card Type 13 b
ASUB (I)
BSUB(I)
area transfer points. I = I, . , 5
(These cards are used only if fitted geometry
is desired. There are 10 cards,)
Format (5E14.8)
upstream area coefficients. I -- l, 2, 3
downstream area coefficients. I = I, 2, 3
(These cards are used only if standard nozzle
geometry is desired. There are 2 cards.)
Standard geometries are wedge, cone or
hyperbolic, axisymmetric nozzles and have
area distributions of the form A = A l + AZ,_+
2
A3_ upstream of the throat, and
A : B I + B2_ + B3 _2 downstream where_is
nondimensional (x is measured from the throat
and is negative upstream). Use of the fitted
geometry permits the specification of seven
different polynomials, two upstream of the
throat and five downstream. The transition
points must also be specified. For example
Z
< ATP(1), A = A 1 + AZ_ + A3_
ATP(1) ____ z_ 0, A : A 4 +A5_ +A6_2 +
A7_3 + A8_4 + A9,L5 + AI0_,6
0 _ a ATP(Z), A = B l + BZ_ + B3_Z
ATP(2)
Z
i _ __ ATP(3), A = B 4 +B5,_ + B6_
B7"_3 + B8-_4 + B9"x5 + BI0 _6
+
ATP(3)
_¢ _. ATP(4), A : Bll + B12_ ......
6
+B17_
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ATP(4) & _¢ -_ ATP(5), A = BIB + BI9_ ......
ATP(5) -_:_ A = B25 + B26_ .....
6
+ B31_
Quadratic fits must be used for the first and
third segments, since the program requires an
explicit solution for _ in these regions. How-
ever, these segments may be made very small,
one or two integration steps. If a fitted geometry
is used, all 10 upstream and 31 downstream
coefficients must be read in. If fewer segments
or lower order polynomials are required,
zeros should be read in for the additional
coefficients. The area distributions should be
chosen to match as closely as possible at the
transfer points. Slight discontinuities can be
tolerated as long as the area distributions
remains monotonic ifl both converging and
diverging sections. (Also see SL on Card Type 4)
Typical nozzle expansions span a wide range of temperature. This
presents difficulty in accurately prescribing thermodynamic data. Simple-
harmonic-oscillator formulas which are accurate at low temperatures may
not be sufficiently precise at the higher temperatures. Polynomial fits of
tabulated data (thermo-fits) may be used at higher temperatures. Consider-
able flexibility has been built into the program and several options are
available.
1. All harmonic oscillator (HO) data. Set CTMXX = 0, NFIT = 0,
KHO = 1. IGJ(J) need not be read in (Card Type 14). Only
harmonic oscillator data need be read in.
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2. All thermo-fit (TF) data. Set CTMXX = 0, NFIT = 1, KHO = 0,
IGJ(J) = 1 for all species. Only thermo-fit data need be read in.
3. Harmonic oscillator data for some species, thermo-fit and
harmonic oscillator data for the rest, with a switch from TF to
HO data at T = CTMXX. Set KHO = 1, IGJ(J) = 0 for HO species,
IGJ(J) = 1 for the others. Set CTMXX equal to the desired
switching temperature, which must be the same for all species.
Set NFIT = 1. Only HO data need be read in for the HO species,
while both sets of data are required for the rest. If the TF data
is to be used for the entire temperature range, set CTMXX = 0
and do not read in HO data for these species.
It is essential that the two sets of data agree very closely at the switching
temperature, otherwise oscillations may occur in the nonequilibrium solution.
Card Type 14
IGJ(J)
Format (3011)
1 if thermo-fit data is used for species J,
J = I..... ISS
0 otherwise
This card is used only if thermo-fit data are
employed.
The reading sequence for cards 15-18 is as follows: All thermodynamic
data for species 1 is read in; Cards 15, 16, 17, 18 as required. Next, data
for species 2, etc. Species are numbered in the order they appear in the
_zj matrix.
Card Type 15 Format (4E15.7)
TFA(J)
TFB(J)
TFC (J)
TFD(J)
(There will be 1 card for each species for which
IGJ = l.)
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Card Type 16
TFE(J)
TFK(J)
SHJAP(J)
HP(J)
Card Type 17
HP(J)
ETAJ(J)
SBJ(J)
THEVP(J)
SHJAP(J)
IGM(J)
Card Type 18
GELJ(L, J),
ELJ(L, J)
Format (3E15.7, AI5)
}'o
species symbol
(There wiI1 be 1 card for each species for
which IGJ = 1.)
Format (A6, 4E14.8, IZ)
species symbol
s,,
°l
number of electronic levels
(There will be 1 card for each species. If
CTMXX = 0 there will be one card for each
species for which IGJ : 0.)
Format (4(F3.0, E15.8))
If no electronic excitation is considered, one
card must stillbe included, with GELJ (1,J) =
ground state degeneracy, ELJ(1, J) = 0.
For each card of type 17, there willbe enough
cards of type 18 to describe the electronic
levels, 4 to a card, a maximum of 10 levels
permitted.
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6.2 Sample Calculation
The sample case chosen to illustrate the use of the nozzle flow program
is an expansion of ionized air through a contoured nozzle. It has been
established 15 that at the selected reservoir conditions, -_o_ = 6500°K and
I
"Do = I000 atm, the dominant source of electrons is NO . Thus NO + is the
only ion included in the calculation. An 8 species, II reaction chemical
model is used with thermodynamic data in both harmonic-oscillator and
thermo-fit form. The description of the necessary input data is summarized
below and the corresponding input data cards are shown in Fig. 3. Sample
pages of the output data are shown in the ensuing section to illustrate the
printout formats.
Summary of Input Specifications for Sample Calculation
Run No. 1000
ToI _- 6500oK
Species: e , N 2'
Upstream start, vibrational equilibrium
Do frozen, equilibrium, and nonequilibrium
solutions
_t_o = 1000 arm.
Og, A, N, O, NO, NO +
_.lements: N, O, A, e
Reactions :
I. N 2
2. N 2
3. N 2
+M_ZN +M M =N Z
_i = 3 x 10gIT l-l'5 exp
+ M_----- 2N +M M =N
-Z.2499 x 105/RoT'_
,_f = 1.5 x 10ZZT ' -1.5 exp E-2.2499 x 105/ROT ']
+ M'-_2N + M M = 0 2 , A, O, NO
9.9x ' oxp ']
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.,
O Z
0 2
6. 0 2
8. O 2
+ M_--_20+ M M = 0 2
1021T i _ l _ 5
2_T = 3.6 x exp
+M _---20+M M =O
_ --2. I x I018T I -'5 exp
_L_ 20 + M M N 2,+ M --- =
i02 ITl - 1.
"_ = 1.2 x - exp
7. NO + M_-------N + O + M M = N 2,
_¢ = 5.2 x 1021T/ -1"5 exp
+ N_--O + NO
_¢ = 1012 T/.5
5_.
9. N2 +O-_--NO +N
13
_ = 5 x I0
5_.
10. N 2 + O2,r-- NO +NO
iI.
exp
exp
-i. 1796 x 105/ROT _]
E-I. 1796 x 105/RoT_
A, N, NO
E- _''796x 105/Ro_ ']
02, A, N, O, NO
[-1.4996 x 105/ROT I]
-6.2 x 103/ROT ']
-7.552 x 104/ROT ']
_ = 9. 1 x I024T I-2" 5 exp E-I.2912 x 105/RoT_
NO + + e- _-- N + O
-_ = 1.8 x I021TI-1"5
Nozzle Geometry
Upstream:
Downstream :
_ =Icm.
2
A=I +,x
0 _ _ < 1.25, A = 1 +.6141903_ 2
1.25 _-_,_ 3.25, A = .6000286 + .6399541_ +
•3582086_ 2
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3.25 _ _ 5.08, A = 20.39065 - 15.40933_+
4.613686_ 2 _ .3664322_ 3
5.08 _ _ A = .006603241 + 1.607688_ +
.3041264_ 2 _ .02642175_ 3 + .000948788_ 4
.001619982_ 5 + .00001077302_ 6
Since the upstream fitted geometry involves only one polynomial the
same coefficients are read in for both of the available upstream regions.
An arbitrary transfer point, _6 = -l, is selected. Only 4 of the 5 downstream
regions are utilized. The last transfer point is chosen beyond the range of
the calculations.
Thermodynamic Data
Both thermo-fit and harmonic-oscillator data are to be used for each
species, with the switch from the former to the latter description taking
place at TJ= 5000°K. The numerical values of the constants in the thermo-
dynamic data may be seen from the input data cards in Fig. 3 or, in more
compact form, in the program listing of the input data given in Fig. 4 in
Section 6.3. The constants in the harmonic-oscillator data were taken from
Reference 2. The coefficients in the thermofit data were taken from
Reference 23. It has been established iI
that the two thermodynamic
descriptions are nearly the same at 5000°K. References 2 and 23 also
contain the necessary harmonic-oscillator and thermo-fit data for the other
ionized species present in high-temperature air (N +, O +, N2 +, O2 +, Ar+, O-).
Constants and Test Values
BZERO = 0 (no real gas correction)
Maximum value of 4C = 320
Minimum value of temperature = 3250°K (The solution was stopped at
this point only for the purposes of the example. Usually the frozeI_-flow and
equilibrium flow solutions are stopped at . 01 of T,, I )
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Initial A_ = 0.01 TTEST = .05
DELT2 = .01 GTEST = .i0
DELT3 = .001 Interval Size Control=4
6.3 Output Formats
In this section the formats for printing the results of the machine
computations are described. The results of the sample calculation, for
which the input data were described in Section 6. Z, are used to illustrate
the printout procedure. Then the diagnostic messages which may occur in
the printout are listed and are used to indicate some of the experience which
has been gained in using the program.
For each computational case or run, the program lists the input data.
The program listing of the input data for the sample calculation is shown in
Figure 4. The format for this printout is evident from the figure. The
specified values of the indicators IUPD and INEQV are denoted by printing
UPSTREAM RUN or DOWNSTREAM RUN and VIBRATION EQUIL. or
FROZEN VIBRATION on the input data listing. The program listing of the
input data also includes the format for displaying the frozen, equilibrium
and nonequilibrium solutions. If a given solution is not to be computed then
the format for that solution is not printed.
The results of the reservoir computation are printed after the program
listing of the input data. The results of the reservoir computation for the
sample air case are shown in Figure 5. The reservoir temperature, pressure,
and density are in units of °K, atm, and gm/cc, respectively. The enthalpy
is normalized by _'_o/_°o_t and the entropy is in cal/gm°IK. The species
concentrations are in moles/gm.
The frozen flow solution, if computed, is printed after the reservoir
values using the format given in Figure 4. The first page of the frozen-flow
solution for the sample case is shown in Figure 6. The gasdynamic variables
are all printed in dimensionless form. The entropy is always given in
cal/gm°K. Notice that the printout of the composition is not repeated at each
step in the frozen flow solution.
6O
The throat conditions for frozen and equilibrium flow are shown in
Figures 7 and 8 for the sample calculation. The first page of the equilibrium
solution for the sample case is shown in Figure 9. The printout of the density-
fit constants used in the starting procedure for the sample nonequilibrium
solution are shown in Figure I0. If the solution is to be started in the
downstream region then the conditions at the initial computational point
downstream of the throat would be printed in place of the density-fit constants.
The format for printing the starting values for a "downstream run" is the
same as that for printing the equilibrium throat conditions.
The printing procedure for the nonequilibrium flow results is
illustrated in Figure ii. The first three pages of the printout for the
sample calculation are shown in the figure and the format is that given in
Figure 4. Again all of the flow properties are given in dimensionless form
with the exception of the entropy which is given in units of cal/gm°K. The
species concentrations are in moles/gin of mixture. In the nonequilibrium
solution the current value of the indicator INEQ, which denotes when the
numerical integration has begun, is printed at each step.
The values of the nonequilibrium flow quantities which are printed for
the steps where INEQ = 0 are actually the equilibrium flow variables plus the
appropriate perturbations (see Figure II). Also, when INEQ = 0, the
equilibrium-flow temperature and species concentrations are printed at each
step according to the format presented with the input-data listing in
Figure 4. The above printout procedure permits the values of the perturba-
tion quantities calculated in the starting procedure to be examined.
After the first step on which the value of INEQ changes from 0 to 1 the
values of the nonequilibrium flow properties printed are those obtained from
numerical integration. The starting values for the numerical integration are
the quantities on the step where INEQ is first equal to unity. Notice that
after INEQ becomes I the printout of the nonequilibrium solution no longer
follows the format shown in Figure 4, in that the equilibrium-flow temperature
and species concentrations are not printed at each point.
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All of the above output data are written on the system output-tape
unit. For the nonequilibrium solution additional information is written on an
auxiliary tape unit. The present program uses a tape unit designated logical
tape unit 2. A page of these additional output data which was generated in
the sample calculation is shown in Figure 12. For the steps corresponding
to values of INEQ = 0 the quantities , , 87_ , (;[,z b
•., /b , are printed. When INEQ = 0, the quantities _2' Pz ' and _A
are evaluated using the equilibrium values of 5" ' 7- , /o , and(_2) b-
is _g evaluated using 5" : 7q ÷ _ _" and "/" -- T • _ 3-. At each step
¢4
the run number and equilibrium-flow temperature are included in order to
relate this additional printout to the printout of the flow properties and
composition. The format for printing each step is as follows
Run No. T
P, C)b • , • • • • • • • • | * * •
The quantity _2 evaluated using the infinite-rate equilibrium values
, 7- , and /a gives an indication of how closely the results of the
Newton-Raphson procedure satisfy the condition of chemical equilibrium.
As pointed out in Section 3.4 a comparison of ({;)i, and S_,: is a
check on the accuracy of the linearized perturbation calculation.
The additional output which corresponds to steps where INEQ = 1
contains thequantities {; ' Px' Pz _2 , and _/5.//d_: Here, of
course, _ , _ and Pz {,: are the values evaluated in performing the
numerical integration of the nonequilibrium solution. Since there may be
more reactions than species in a chemical model the fourth entry in each
group of 4 quantities is meaningful only for the first s groups. The
format for printing these quantities when INEQ = 1 is
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Run No. T
These quantities are useful in checking the progress of the non-
equilibrium solution and in determining which reactions in the kinetic model
are the dominant ones.
In Section 5.3 an option for including the effects of moderate gas
imperfections on the nozzle flow solutions was described. If this option is
used and if the indicator IROBAR is read in as unity then the effective
density, _ , defined in Section 5.3 is printed with the output data. In the
frozen and equilibrium-flow solutions /_ is printed in place of the entropy,
which does not change in either case. In the nonequilibrium solution the
correction is applied over the near-equilibrium portion of the flow and p_"
is printed in place of the Mach number. Notice that _ need not be printed
even though this option is exercised.
Diagnostic messages may appear interspersed with the output data
obtained from the systems output tape. The diagnostic messages are of
two types. The first includes error messages which are written by the
FORTRAN IV library system; Z4 the second includes diagnostic messages
written by the program.
The error messages generated by the FORTRAN IV system Z4 are
typically encountered when attempting operations such as taking the square
root or logarithm of a negative number, taking the logarithm of zero, or
taking the antilogarithm of a number greater than 88. The most frequent
sources of these error messages have been eliminated as discussed below.
In the nonequilibrium calculation a Mach number is computed from
Equation (38). As can be seen from this equation M varies from I to == as
_2_A/_/_._,_p/d_ varies from 0 to -i. Since h4 is sensitive to small
variations in this ratio of derivatives, an oscillation in the solution which
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ledtoavalueof I wouldinturnesetintaking
the square root of a negative number. In the program this situation is
avoided by calculating H from
1.0
The occurrence of this condition will be evidenced in the output by
an oscillation in the Mach number.
The program has been modified to eliminate FORTRAN IV error
message printout in the calculation of the quantities _£ and p_ _
If one of the species concentrations on the reactant side of a reaction
approaches zero and the reverse rate of a reaction becomes much larger
_88
than the forward rate, then operations such as .g_(0) and e are
attempted. This situation is avoided for the current computational step by
computing the reverse reaction-rate constant from the forward rate constant
and the equilibrium constant, and changing the direction in which the
reaction is written.
The messages which may appear in the second type of diagnostic
printout, i.e. that written by the program, are listed below. The
significance and probable cause of each of the messages are described.
(i) DISCRIMINANT NEGATIVE IN MAIN PROGRAM - This diagnostic
refers to the calculation of _ from the quadratic formula (Eq. (44)). The
sign used in the quadratic formula has been chosen based on the expected
behavior of A(_) and hence this diagnostic message is seldom encountered.
If encountered this diagnostic probably indicates an error in the input data.
(ii) TOO MANY NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATIONS - This diagnostic
indicates that more than the allowed number of iterations have been performed
in the Newton-Raphson procedure for calculation of the equilibrium com-
position and pressure. It is obvious from the output data whether the failure
occurred in computing the reservoir or a point in the equilibrium flow.
Apart from inconsistencies in the input data this failure can occur when the
various species concentrations have widely different values. One possible
remedy would be to relax the test on AX_ which,as described in Section 2. l,
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defines convergence. See also the discussion given under subroutine
SIMSOL in Section 7. i.
(iii} IN NEWRAP, CAPX(K) = 0. IN NEWRAP, P -- 0. - These
diagnostics are printed when the correction to the guess made for one of the
unknowns in the Newton-Raphson iteration procedure would yield a value of
zero for the next guess. This diagnostic usually occurs when the iteration
procedure diverges and hence is usually accompanied by {ii).
(iv) BETA MATRIX OF INSUFFICIENT RANK - As discussed in
Section 4.2, the/_z_, matrix must be of rank (s-c) in order for the per-
/
turbation quantities used in the starting procedure to be uniquely determined.
Before performing the nonequilibrium flow calculation the rank of /_ is
/
checked and if it is not { $-G) the computation is stopped.
(v) DATEST AND DBTEST INCONSISTENT - This diagnostic refers
to a failure in joining a nonequilibrium solution started in the upstream
region to the desired solution in the downstream region. The failure referred
to is that the test (DBTEST) on the percentage difference between the value
of _.,,.A/_ calculated from the upstream region solution and that
calculated from the specified A{_) for the downstream region cannot be
satisfied for the specified switching point (DATEST). If this diagnostic is
encountered without (vi) then there is considerable nonequilibrium effect on
the flow density upstream of the nozzle throat. This diagnostic usually
indicates incorrect specified input data. See (vi)-(b) below.
(vi) DLOGR IS POSITIVE - As discussed in Section 3.3, a branch point
exists slightly downstream of the geometric throat in the solution for a non-
equilibrium nozzle flow. The primary purpose of inserting this diagnostic
into the program was to indicate whether an upstream solution had been
joined to the subsonic branch of a downstream solution. However, testing
for points in the calculation where _ becomes positive has additional
diagnostic value. The probable causes of failing this test at various points
in the nozzle flow calculation are listed below.
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(a) Downstream run - If this diagnostic occurs in a calculation
which is started downstream of the nozzle throat there are two
possible causes. First, if the diagnostic occurs at a point away
from the nozzle throat, then either an oscillation in the solution or
decrease in the nozzle-cross-sectional area is responsible for
_/_/d_ becoming positive. An oscillation in the solution is
accompanied by small integration step sizes. A discontinuity in
_A/d4_ will usually occur at a transfer point in the A(4C)
relation.
If this diagnostic occurs for a value of A very near 1
[say _z. I.005) then the numerical integration has been started too
close to the nozzle throat. This situation is easily remedied by
either halving the specified values of CECHII(1) and restarting the
calculation as an upstream run or by doubling the values of
CECHII(1) and restarting the downstream run.
(b) Upstream run - Again there are two probable causes of this
diagnostic. The first of these, which occurs away from the nozzle
throat, is the same as the first type of difficulty listed above for
the downstream run. If the diagnostic is encountered very near
the throat and the numerical integration has begun, then the
switch from the upstream region to the downstream region has
been attempted too close to the nozzle throat. This situation is
remedied by moving this switching point downstream, i.e. by
increasing DATEST. (DATEST is initialized in Subroutine (INIT.)
(vii) tEMPERATURE GREATER THAN RESERVOIR VALUE - At each
point in the nonequilibrium solution the value of the flow temperature is
compared with the reservoir value. The test is intended as an over-all
check on the progress of the calculation. This diagnostic indicates a
radically incorrect computational result, most probably caused by an error
in input data.
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(viii) DISCRIMINANT NEGATIVE IN AXFIT (see i).
(ix) MATRIX SINGULAR or INDEXING OR STORAGE FAILURE -
These diagnostics are encountered in subroutine MATINV (see Section 7. 1),
which is used to invert theocz_ matrix. The first diagnostic will occur if the
rank of o¢_ is not equal to c , i. e. if _;_ is improperly specified.
The second diagnostic will occur if the dimension statements of BTA and
ALPIJ are not consistent, and will only be encountered when recompiling
the program.
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7. SUBROUTINES AND VARIABLES USED IN FORTRAN-
LANGUAGE NOZZLE FLOW PROGRAM
In this section the function performed by each subroutine in the pro-
gram is explained. Flow charts are provided for the more complicated
subroutines. Also, a list of all the FORTRAN variables is given, indicating
their definitions and the subroutines in which they are used.
7. 1 FORTRAN Subroutines and Their Functions
Subroutines for which flow charts appear in Section 7. 2 are marked
with an asterisk. After each description, the calling subroutines are
written in parentheses.
MAIN PROGRAM The routine which directs the computation is designated
as the main program. This routine contains the logic for selecting
which of the reservoir, frozen-flow, equilibrium-flow or nonequilibrium-
flow computations are to be done on a given run.
READ This subroutine performs the reading in of the input data.
(MAIN PROGRAM).
LIST This subroutine writes the input data on the system output tape.
The format in which the input data are listed is given in Section 6.
(READ).
INIT Performs initialization and nondimensionalization of data.
(MAIN PROGRAM).
INTA First the specification of the chemical composition of the gas model
is rewritten in terms of the designated independent species. Then the
computation of the reservoir composition and thermodynamic properties
is performed. (INIT).
This subroutine computes the thermodynamic properties, _l_jTHERM I
° CS,i_i ' , and , for each species at a given temperature.
(INTA, FROZEN, NEWRAP, NONEQ, PERT, RNKT).
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FROZEN This is the subroutine which controls the calculation of the
throat conditions for frozen flow and the frozen-flow solution.
(MAIN PROGRAM).
PROP At each computational step in the frozen-flow calculation this sub-
routine calculates the pressure from Equation (25), the enthalpy from
Equations (12) and (84b), the density from Equation (11d) and the
velocity from Equation (15). (FROZEN).
PRTA This subroutine controls the printing of the output data for the
nonequilibrium flow solution. The output format is discussed in
Section 6. (NONE Q).
NRMAN This subroutine controls the computation of the equilibrlum-flow
throat conditions. (MAIN PROGRAM).
NEWRAP The Newton-Raphson iteration procedure for finding the
equilibrium-flow conditions at a given temperature, entropy, and
reservoir condition is contained in this subroutine. (NRMAX,
EQUIL, NONEQ, AXFIT).
EQUIL This subroutine controls the calculation of the equilibrium-flow
solution (MAIN PROGRAM).
NONEQ This is the controlling subroutine for the nonequilibrium
solution. It also contains the logic for the starting procedure and for
switching from an upstream to downstream region. (MAIN PROGRAM).
COMM This subroutine computes the production terms in the species
conservation equations (Eq. (29)). If the nonequilibrium integration
has been started the pressure and entropy are also computed using
Eqs. (llb) and (16)_respectively. (NONEQ, RNKT).
GEOM In this subroutine the area ratio at a given nozzle station is
computed from the specified polynomial relation. If the nonequilibrium
integration is started upstream of the nozzle throat the density is
computed from the density-fit relation and the area ratio is obtained
from the continuity equation. (COMM).
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EXACT In this subroutine the derivatives of _Land _Y
_ _ are computed
for use either in the numerical integration of the nonequilibrium
equations or for use in the perturbation calculations. (NONEQ, RNKT).
PERT This subroutine computes the perturbation quantities used in
the starting procedure for the numerical integration of the nonequilibrium
equations. (NONEQ).
AXFIT '_ The function of this subroutine is to invert the A{_)relation to
obtain the value of _ corresponding to a given area ratio in the
starting procedure of the nonequilibrium flow calculation. (NONEQ).
;I¢
THROAT When the nonequilibrium solution is started upstream of the
nozzle throat it is obtained as a function of the equilibrium flow
density. This subroutine modifies the specified geometry to match
that computed for the nonequilibrium flow upstream of the nozzle
throat. (NONEQ).
KNKT '_ This subroutine performs the numerical integration of the nonequili-
brium flow solution. (NONEQ).
MATINV This subroutine transposes the _/ matrix for the purpose of
specifying the chemical composition of the mixture in terms of the
independent species. The calling sequence for this subroutine is
CALL MATINV (BTA, ISC, 64) where BTA is the matrix to be trans-
posed, ISC is the size of the square matrix, and 64 is the 2nd dimension
of this matrix according to the dimension statement. (INTA).
SIMSOL In both the equilibrium and nonequilibrium flow calculations it is
necessary to solve a set of linear, simultaneous algebraic equations.
This subroutine is one which is available for such a function in the
program library at CAL. This subroutine is written in MAP language
and hence is peculiar to the IBM 7044 version machine in use at CAL,
i.e. one including double precision hardware. The calling sequence
for the subroutine used in the nozzle flow program is CALL SIMSOL
(AA, ISSP2, 22). The array denoted by AA consists of the matrix
of coefficients and the right hand sides of the simultaneous equations
to be solved. The right hand sides of the equations are listed in the
7O
last column of AA. The second number, here ISSP2, in the calling
sequence denotes the size of the matrix of coefficients. The third
number, here 22, is the number of rows allowed for in the dimension
statement for AA.
One of the computations in the program which uses this sub-
routine is the Newton-Raphson procedure for finding the composition
at a point in an equilibrium flow. In an equilbrium nozzle expansion,
the concentrations of some species, for example atomic species,
become quite small. As discussed in the section on input data, species
which are expected to vanish in an equilibrium expansion to low tempera-
ture should not be chosen as independent species. In early work with
the program the Newton-Raphson iteration was found to diverge even
when the concentrations of the dependent species became vanishingly
small. This situation was remedied by using a SIMSOL subroutine
which employs double precision arithmetic. While this accuracy
is not consistent with the single precision arithmetic used throughout
the program this procedure permits continuing the computation even
when dependent species concentrations underflow the digital limit of
the machine and hence are set to zero. This subroutine included
in the program is one using double precision arithmetic. If such a
subroutine cannot be used, some provision must be made to set to
zero the concentrations of dependent species when they become less
than a given small number. Otherwise the equilibrium solution cannot
be continued to temperatures where species become vanishingly small.
As discussed in Section 5. l, in considering ionized flows in
equilibrium, the electrons, which are an independent species, may
vanish. The electron concentration cannot be allowed to underflow
and hence in this case the gas model is truncated and all ionized species
are dropped from the calculation when the electron concentration
becomes less than 10 "30 When the concentration of the electrons
-15
becomes less than about l0 moles per gram the accuracy of the
results for the ionized species is questionable. If desired the
electrons could be dropped from the calculation at a larger concentration.
(INTA, NEWRAP, EXACT, PERT).
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SAVE
SSWT
Frequently it is necessary to terminate program execution for
considerations of time and/or to check the progress of the solution.
This can be done by storing the contents of the computer memory on
magnetic tape. Since the subroutine used for this purpose is peculiar
to the CAL system, a dummy subroutine has been inserted in the
deck. Users may wish to insert their own subroutine for this
purpose. (NONEQ).
CH, PDUMP, EXIT These are standard subroutines available in
25
systems utilizing "FORTRAN IV language programming.
7.2 Flow Charts of FORTRAN Subroutines
This section contains flow charts of the more complicated subroutines
in the nozzle flow program. These flow charts do not depict every statement
in the FORTRAN Source deck but rather connect the description in the text to
the actual program. The following symbols are used in these charts:
Operational block. This symbol refers to
computational instructions. When appropriate
the description in an operational block contains
references to equations in the text. The num-
bers above the upper right-hand corner refer to
the numbers of the cards in the FORTRAN source
deck to which the block refers.
<
1
Decision block. This symbol denotes points
in the program beyond which two or more paths
are possible. The information in the block
questions the value of some indicator. Again
the number outside the block refers to the card
in the FORTRAN program.
Calling block. This symbol indicates a call
statement for a FORTRAN subroutine.
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Connector. This symbol is used to display a
connection for a case where arrows cannot be
used conveniently. The number in the circle
refers to the number of the card in the FORTRAN
deck corresponding to the instruction to which
the connection is made.
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MAIN PROGRAM
;30
J CALL READ
_0-_50
INITIALIZE THERIIO-FIT jINDICATORS
I _GO
_ CALLiNtT _
_._ _70-480
[ PRt NT RESERVOIR VALUES I
_90
/ IS IS'A:O _NO
YES_ SO0
/ IS '$WIA:O?) NO
CALCULATE OENStTY-FiT CONSTANTS
iNITIALIZE INOICETORSJ
StO
_ CALL FROZEN _
520-540YES ; 550
CONDITIONS AND RESET
THENNO- FiT INDICATORS
SGO
[ '"TE OUT EQUILIBRIUM THROAT ICO.OITtONS
570 600
I oo
G70
t ,SISW2A:O?> YES
_o _so
NO( ,s ,upo: o i) _ YES
G90-720
_kNO C USING EOUATIONS (491 ($0_.
[52 NeD ;S),.SET THE'T2E)MIkERATU_E, PRESSURE
ANO COMPOSITION EQUAL TO VALUES
APPROPRIATE TO STARTfNG NONEQUILIORIUM
SOLUTION IN THE UPSTREAM REGION
1020
( CALL NE,NAP )
I030-I070
CALCULATE A(_ I FROM _Q.(I3) &NO |
]
x FROM EQ.[44), IPRINT OUT OENStTY-Fll CONSTANTS_ AND C
L
IOO0
/
( CALL NONE9 )
SET THE TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE
AND COH_'OS_TION EOUAL
TO VALUES APPROPRIATE FOR
STARTING RONEQUILIORIUM SOLUTION
IN THE DOWNSTREAM REGION
l 730
( CALL NElfllAP )
7g0-820
E_UITION {13) ANOg FROM
EQUATION qq
PRINT OUT VALUES FOR FileT _QUILIBRIUM STEP
IN NONEOUILiBIUM SOLUTION
• I
i I090
CALL EXiTNO_ iS tSVe, A : 0 Pj_ YES
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_983
CALL PDUMP
SUBROUTINE INTA
3820- 38 qO
I
iNITIALIZE MATRIX USED TO REWRITEMATRIX iN TERMS OF THE INDEPENDENT _'j
ISPECIES.
3850
CCALL MATINV (BTA. tSC. 6q)_
3860-q250
WRITE THE COEFFICIE)ITS. _z'J OF
EACH SPECIES tN THE FORMAT ON
REACTIONS (EQ.{I 1 ).CONPUTEo, jUSING
EQUATION t_t COMPUTE THE MOLECULARWEIGHTS OF H SPECIES FROM THE ATOMIC
WEIGHTS OF THE ELEMENTS. COMPUTE THE
_N,T,._GOESSESFORT.ESPEC,ESCONCENTRAT,ORS
,NT.ERESERVO,R,N,T,AL,ZEVAR,.LES
NEEOEO,NT.ENEWTON-RAPHSOR,TERAT,ON
PROCEDURE.
_260
_ CALL THERM_
_270-W570
SET UP MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS AND RIGHT-HAND
SIDE OF GOVERNING EQUATION IN THE NEWTON-
RAPHSON PROCEDURE.(EQUATION (8))
I _580
CCALL SIMSOL (Ak, 'SC, 22))
g590-_760
CORRECT THE GUESSES FOR THE
CONCENTRATIONS OF THE INDEPENDENT
SPECIES USING EQUATION (9) OR (9a)
q780
I ARE THE CORRECTIONS 1 YES
TO ALL THE GUESSES
TEST?
YES
INO _790
l IS THE NUMBER 1
OF ITERATIONS
NTEST?
INO _98t
PRINT DIAGNOSTIC COMMENT
q8 IO-U,970
CALCULATE Ho FROM EI_JATIONS (12). AND (85b)
_:FROM EQUATION (8q),
p_ FROM EQUATION ('Ic).
FROM EQUATION (tO) AND S'FROM
o
EQUATION (t6)
I q980
[ , RETURN I
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SUBROUTINE THERM
5030-5050
w
FORM VARIABLES NEEDED
tN COMPUTATION OF SPECIES ITHERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
5070
07_ YES
IGJ(J) =
NO
_ 5080
CT < CTMXX?_
NO 51_o-s16o
COMPUTE_j,_/,ANDCp_USINQ
THERHO-FIT DATA IN EQUATIONS (79)
AND(80)
55_0
COMPUTE Sv_ FROMIEQUATION (17)
5560
L...
[ RETURN p
,4
YES
SET IGJ(J) = 0 I._
553 I
I NO 5532
COMPUTES;FROMEQUATION (17a)
, 5180-5530
COMPUTE _',..J_, AND Cpj
USING HARMONIC
OSCILLATOR DATA tN
EQUATIONS (7q)-[78_. IF
I_E VF 0 _UAT]ONS(7_ _N (75 R ACEEQUAT' NS _7_) D I_) AND
THE VIBRATIONAL TER_
IS OMITTED FROM (78)
7G
SUBROUTINE FROZEN
1 5630-5730
INITIALIZE AND FORM VARIABLES NEEDED
IN FROZEN FLOW COMPUTATION.
57q.0- 6 I00
CALCULATE THROAT CONDITIONS FOR
FROZEN FLOW. THIS BLOCK IS
IDENTICAL TO THAT LABELED
IN NRMAX EXCEPT
CALL THERM AND CALL PROP REPLACE
CALL NEWRAP
6110-6210
INITIALIZE INDICATORS
AND SET GASDYNAMIC VARIABLES EQUAL TO
THE RESERVOIR VALUES
6220-6270
PRINT OUT FROZEN FLOW PROPERTIES FOR
CURRENT COMPUTATIONAL STEP AND
INCREMENT TEMPERATURE
6280
_ IS T < TSTOP.P_
NO1 6300
CALL THERM ,_
6310
CALL PROP
YES
6320-6q00
CALCULATE A FROM EQ. (13) AND
H FROM EQ. (22). SAVE# ANDjo
VALUES AND INCREMENT PRINTING LINE
COUNTER.
6_20
_1
-I. RETURN I
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SUBROUTINENRMAX
7260-7280
7150-7230
INITIALIZE VARIABLES USED
IN CALCULATION OF EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
THROAT CONDITIONS. SET THE
TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, AND COMPOSITION
EQUAL TO THE RESERVOIR VALUES
_ 72_
"J SET T2-: T I
7250
( CALL NEWRAP )
1
!
SET F2 =)o_. INCREMENT T,I
AND SET T3 = T I
7290
( CALL NEWRAP )
7300
I SET F3=_ I
7310
EQUAL / . IS F3 LESS \
•-_ THAN, EQUAL TO, OR).
\ GREATER THAN F2p/
I LESS
• 7320
_,S _,T<TESTB ? _
NO 7330-73U_0
--=f+ETTFROM"0 +TI
_, 7360_ISAT<TESTB.P), YES
I ,o1 7370-7q.00
SET TI = T2, FI = F21
t
HALVE_,T, AND INCREMENT T FROM T]
YES
GREATER
I FI+F3-2F2 IIS >F2
7 q,20-7 q.50
SETIT/ = T2, T2 F3T3F2, F2 =
7510
COMPUTE THROAT
TEMPERATURE
FROM EQ. (2q.)
7q.90 t 7 530
_ CALL NEWRAP)
l 75q.0-7590
SET m = (jog_ *FLOW PROPERTIES ANDAND SkVECOMPOSI T ION
AT THE THROAT
SET T*=T2
78
SUBROUTINE NEWRAP
76_0
C CALL THERM _
7650-7800
J FORM VARIABLES NEEDED IN NEWTON-RAPHSON
ITERATION CALCULATION FOR THE PRESSURE
AND COMPOSITION AT A SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE
l 7810-8130
SET UP MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS AND RIGHT-HAND
SIDE OF GOVERNING EQUATION IN THE NEYrON-
RAPHSON ITERATION PROCEDURE (EQ,8)
81_0
t HAVE THE IONIZED SPECIES t
BEEN DROPPED FROM
AN IONIZED GAS CALCULATION?
I NO 8150
IS THE ELECTRONCONCEN RATION _ 10-30?
YES 8160-8250
MAKE APPROPRIATE CHANGES IN
INDICES AND MATRIX OF
COEFFICIENTS TO DROP ELECTRONS
FROM THE COMPUTATION
8270-8680
CORRECT THE GUESSES FOR THE
INDEPENDENT SPECIES USING
EQUATION (9) OR (9a)
8700
ARE THE CORRECTIONS
TO THE GUESSES ALL
--< TEST?
YES 8750-8890
CALCULATE H FROM EQ. (12) AND
(85b). COMPUTE M FROM
EQUATION (10),,_ AND,/J
FROM EQUATION (lld),U.,
FROM EQUATION (15), ANDj')_
8900
J RETURN 1
YES
NO
C CALL SIMSOL
8260
AA, MI, 22)
/
87 I0
N_ I S THE \NUMBER OF ITERATIONS)
": NTEST? /
l '°
I
YES
8720
PRINT DIAGNOSTIC COMMENT
11 8731 87q.0
CALL PDUMP
79
SUBROUTINEEQUIL
8990-9 120
SET GASDYNAMIC VARIABLES
AND COMPOSITION EQUAL TO
RESERVOIR VALUES. INITIALIZE
PRINTING INDICATORS.
I 9130-92q0
PRINT OUT EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
PROPERTIES AND COMPOSITION
FOR CURRENT COMPUTATIONAL STEP
AND INCREMENT TEMPERATURE
9250
_ YESIS T < TSTOP ?
9qo0
RETURN [
NO
9 270
CALL NEWRAP )[
9 280-9 380
COMPUTE M FRO.M .EQ. (22), AND
A FROM EQ. (13). INCREMENT
PRINTING INDICATORS AND SAVE
,,6A,D _ VALUES
8O
_BItUlJTIll_ _II£Q
_q.gTio
IIITIALIZl VUlI_[S IN ]
IHplCA_n m_ Jl m iClnlUn
tDUO-i0610
P0170
Is io +oe_-ioese oo_ polio c_J _ is MI >I.OT I_LTO /
lie ' s[_ tniQ + +oew, tu_ _T[m +oToo--ior_
[Q. l_)L Sit uel_e r fOliO _tS *n+lO _SSlO170 I_ , 1,0 lOttO :
| YES t 10%- i io'/o lOBe+o. +_47o Yt+ -- _ M 4_ iii_.iii+o °ira _
i1611.ii_+ _ c L i _G.IIT4_ Y_+ _V _ m[ I s T T. _ ii m.....< + ' _..,+.+,+'.+.,+.+_ _'++
+o I
D roTES+
e
/,.:_, ....... \ +l ...tic+ ,.," I T'+' ,,m , t r I 1 I01
F i _ £ .... _zo
q,:',','x.',i-,%:;, '...... " ....... ; ...." ....
..... ,.... ,-)
_o
SUBROUTINE COHM
11730- 11770
5 .5 ahjCOMPUTE21 _- AND26'• _-_
J': i J=1
11780
IS INEt = 0 ?
NO
!_ 11790-11890
FROM EQUATION (16), H FROMEQUATION (12),
=1/z_'_-AND cC FROMM
EQUATION (15)
_'_I1900
11910- 12240
COMPUTEPi,'_, i AND Pi%i USING EQUATIONS (32) AND (33).
IF ANY_.= 0 ON REACTANTSIDE OF A REACTION, Pi%t
IS COMPUTEDBY WRITING REACTION IN OPPOSITE DIRECTION
12260
( IS INEQ = 0 ? )
NO
12270-12280
COMPUTE _ AND
COMPLETECOMPUTATION
OF S',
YES
12290
8?.
I _2330
INO 123q0
IS NAFIT : 0 ?
NO 12350
( ,S.X._ATp(,li_ } NO
YES I 12390- i2_0
I COMPUTE A{X) FROM
PO
'(z) : Z i _'-_
I 12q90
NO
27 gO
"I_ ,S .AFt : 0 ? _
YES
2750
J MO12890
_ IS_., < ATP(3) ,
NO 129q0
N012990
YES
YES
YES
_, } YES_SgC < ATP(5)
I NO _30_0- t3060
[ SET NI : 26. N2: 31. ,,D sl : _s j
SUBROUTINEG OM
ll2360-12370
I COMPUTE A(_) FROM EQ.,37) 1
l 12380
No! ,.oo-,2.o
COMPUTE/_ FROM DENSITY- ]
FIT RELATION USING ]
EQUATIONS (50) AND (52). I
COMPUTE A FROM EQUATION (13)]
ANDd£._/d_ FROME9. (53)J
12760-12780
: 3, AND S! : BIJ
/
12900- 12920
J SET Ni : 5, N2 : lO. AND Si : g_ _-,_ ..-el
12950.12970
_ SET NI : 12. N2 : iT. AND S' : Bi, _._
13000-13020
SET NI : 19. N2 : 2_, AND SI : BIB
12790-12870
N21COMPUTE St FROM SI : SI * _ Bi_ i+i-NLN2AND $2 FROM S2 :_"_.(i-t) gixi'Ni
Nr
I 12880
IS IUPO : 0 ?
I YES 13Q_0-13t10
dA d L nA
COMPUTE A, --, AND _ FROM SI AND S2
d _ d
AND COMPUTE /3 FROM EQUATION (13)
13120
83
SUBROUTINE EXACT
13160- 13600
SET UP THE MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS AND
THE RIGHT-HAND SIDES OF THE
GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR o(._/dX, dT/_X
AND_I_JO/_X OR d4_A/d_ IF INEQ=I
THESE EQUATIONS ARE.{2¢). (30),(3_), AND (36)
IF ,NEROE AT ON...13  EREPLAC  IF IUPO=i AND INEQ=. ._dl_vo/_
IS SPECIFIED AND d_wA/cL_
IS UNKNOWN
136 I0
(AAA, ISSP2, 22)
13620- 13690
SET THE QUANTITI ES d_,'/dXAND ¢('[/dX EQUAL
TO THE FIRST (S+I). ROWS OF. THE SOLUTION VECTOR
IF IUPD=I AND 1N.EQ=.I THENoL-_A/dX
IS THE(S+2 ROW OF THE
SOLUTION VECTOR. O_LHERWISE <_¢t 7,1jo/dXiS
COHPUTEB.
13700
I COMPUTE M FROM EQ. (38)I
13710
_ RETURN ]
84
SUBROUTINE PERT
•] SET UP THE MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS AND RIGHT-HAND SIDE OF
(EQUATIONS (55),(61),(58), AND (59)).
13760-I q.I I0
I
THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR or_. ,,ctT ANDo"jo 1
I
1_120
C CALL SIMSOL (AA, ISSP2, 22)
Ig130- 1_230
USING THE RESULTS !FOR_j I
I
_T, ANDd'_ COMPUTE
=x_sFRO.EQUAT,ON_;;I I
I q.2q.o- I q.290
J SET T=T-_ d'T,t,,,'oc=.._'='d'/_
C_/)r..= _"j"_oe,o"j ,, SAVE
AND SET T=Tc
C
1_300
CALL THERM
l 1_310-1_560
I RESET T=¥ AND COMPUTE I
(X'i)b :f(_:' Tc, _ )
USING EQUATION [33)
I q.570
l -'u- I
85
SUBROUTINE AXFIT
_ m'Et_ , 2o
, 1_830
l_lSO00, 15010
1_630-1q800
COMPUTE THE VALUES OF AOAR(I}. ,.e..J
A AT_ : ATP (I) THROUGH ATP {5). ISET LC = t.
lqS_O - 1_890
CONPUTE_ILFRONEQUATION (_q)
J PERFORM NEWTON - RAPHSON
ITERATION TO COMPUTE X
7 Z
FROM Jk= _' C _'FX(._}X
t-. I
<
15u,O0
IS X_ • O?
I
_I Iq9 I0
'-ISt_I. CXTEST ?
NO _ 14920-1_960
SET UP = 0 SET THE TEMPERATURE,
PRESSURE AND COMPOSITION TO
APPROPRIATE VALUES FOR STARTJNO
"ON_IL,,RiU"SOLUTION,,DOWNSTREAMREGION
t_970
_ CALL NEMRAP j_
lqgBo
COMPUTE A FROM EQ(13)
t 50,'_
\ ,E, l ,,o,o-,,o,oCOMPUTE9( FROM
_s A < ABAR (2) ?/------_
INO 15090 15100-15_20
BSUB(I÷3), I = i,7
INO 15130 ]51qu0-15160
IS A < ABAR (_1 ? _ fiSUB{I+IO]. I = 1,7
INO 15170 151B0-15200
Is A < ABAR (5) ? / "; Bsuo(l+t7), I 1,7
NO 15210-15230
BSUB(I+2_), I = 1,7
86
SUBROUTINE THROAT
I
15q.90
IS NAFIT = 0 ?_ YES ..._]
I NO 15500
I,°
, 15660
IS %< ATP(3).P_
"°I
YES
YES
15510-15530
SET SI = BI, NI = 2, N2 = 3
COMPUTE THE VALUES OF A
AND oLlnA/,_,_ GIVEN BY
THE S PECI F IED,vPzOLYNOMI ALS
FROM ,_._= ,51 +d_-,B; X z+/-N/
NZ/If/
_z= Z ("-Os_x'-'v'
IV/
SET SI = 80,, NI = 5,
155o,0-15620
15670- 115690
N2 = I0 _'_55q.0;
157 I0- 15730
!
_J SET SI = BII,NI = 12, N2 = 17 l-----_155q0_I
IS
_i 15630
o'z,,A___.___I
YES
15750\
IS NAFIT = 0 ?)
/
INO15780
L N3=3l I
DBTEST ?t
YES
NO
15760
15790- 15820
SET B; = Bi A/SI, i = ' N3 /[SETZ_ ANDL_x/2 TO THEIR INITIAL VALUES
156q0
-[INCREMENT AR I
15830
RETURN
87
I SET (fl) j
SUBROUTINE RNKT
15890- 15950
= d_ j/dX AND (fl} S+l = dTldX
CALCULATE ( _Y'j)2 AND T 2
FROM EQUATION (66)
15960 15980
ARE ANY VALUES OF (_J)2 OR T 2 < 0 ? >
15990
L INCREMENT X BY {_,x12
l ::000- 16020
CALL THERM >
CALL COMN
EXACT
J 16030- 16090
SET (f2)j = d#'j/dX AND (f2)s+ I = dT/dX
CALCULATE (tj) 3 AND T 3
FROM EQUATION (66)
{6 {00- t6120
\
ARE ANY VALUES OF "J'(_;l 3 OR T 3 < 0 ? '_./
YES
",°,,o-,+,5o
_CALL COMM
CALL EXACT/
16160- 16180
I
SET (f3) j=d,_j/dX AND (f3)s_ I = dT/dX. I
I
,I,
1N°
16220
I SET Pj= OI
F 16270
NO < ISPj<O? >
YES
I62q.0
(Pj)Z_X FRO" EQUATION {72) ]
I
88
16280
NO < IS IPjl < 1.25 /
YEs
._ ._ 16290- t6q70
COMPUTE (Fn) j FROM SERIES-"_
EXPANSION FORM OF I
EQUATION (71) |
, 16_80- 1650.0 _ f65 I0- 16530
co.PUTEFni FROMI r ' _,
J I_ IS Pj < o?\ NO
EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION ]_ : - I _ i
FORM OF EOUAT[ON (71)J ____ '_
I YES
16560-16570
COMPUTE(i'j) FROME9.(73)I
I
I
165q0
J COMPUTE ( @dj)q. FROM E9.(66) I
-1
__ _ 16590
IS PS+I < 07 )
NO
16600
_1COMPUTET_FROMEQ,(66)I
-I
YES
16620-16630
I COMPUTE T_ FROM EQ.{73) ]
L._
___ I[-'_: 166q0-16660
,,s
NO 16780-T6810
I SET _J'=(_"i)÷ a.a T=T e I
INCREMENT ORIGINAL VALUE OF
X BY _ X
_C 16820-168_0
OMM j
XACT_
16850- 16870
SET (f_)j= dtj/dX AND (%)$+1 : dT/dX ]
I 16890
YES
<,SPj_O? >
I NO 16900
COMPUTE _j FROM EQ. (65)I
r 16990
< ) YESIS PS+I < 0 ?
NO 17000
]COMPUTE _T FROM EQ. (65)]
[
16680-1673_
RECALL RESULTS OF PREVIOUS
INTEGRATION STEP. DECREASE
_,X BY THE FACTOR SC. DECREASE
SC BY 0.1 WHERE SC_ 1.1.
SET NNN AND NNS = O.
/
,_. 167q.0-16760
CALL THERM
CALL COMM
EXACT
16920-16970
--"[ COHPUTE_'j FROM E_.(70) I
I
17020-17070
_rl COM_TE _ T FROM E9. (7o)I
&
88A

7.3 FORTRAN Variables Used in Nozzle Flow Program
The variables which appear in the COMMON statement of the nozzle
flow program are listed in this section. The FORTRAN symbols, their
definitions, and the subroutines in which they are used are given. The
numbers used to denote the subroutines in which a FORTRAN variable is
used refer to the following list. Where possible the corresponding algebraic
symbol is used to define a FORTRAN variable.
I. MAIN iZ. EQUIL
2. READ 13. NONEQ
3. LIST 14. COMM
4. INIT 15. GEOM
5. INTA 16. EXACT
6. THERM 17. PERT
7. FROZEN 18. AXFIT
8. PROP 19. THROAT
9. PRTA 20. RNKT
i0. NRMAX 21. MATINV
1 l. NEWRAP
FORTRAN Variable
A
AA(I, J)
AAA(I, J)
ACOM(1)
AFNTS
AFNX
Subroutine
I, 15
5, Ii, 17
16
2
I, 13, 18
7, 9, IZ, 13, 15, 19
Definlt_on
_, constant in density-fit
relation
matrix element
matrix element
comment which appears in
list of input data
used to denote area ratio
calculated for equilibrium
flow in starting procedure
for nonequilibrium solution
A , area ratio (A--A'/A '_ )
89
FORTRAN Variable
ALPIJ(I, J)
AMACH
AR
ARBA
ARBB
ASUB(I)
ATP(I)
B(I, J)
BCHI(I)
BE{I)
BET(I)
BETA(I, J)
BLBK(I)
BSUB(1)
BTA(I, J)
Subroutine
2,3,5,16,17
7, 9, 12, 16
13,19
4, 13
4,13
I-3, 15, 18
2, 3, 15, 18, 19
13
9, 17
13, 17
5,11,16
13, 14, 16, 17
13
1-3, 13, 15, 18, 19
5
Definition
o¢_}, number of atoms of jth
element per molecule of the
ith species
M , Mach number
indicator which denotes where
_ty,_,@/dg becomes positive and
number of times switch from
upstream to downstream region
has been attempted
maximum number of tries at
switching from upstream to
downstream region
counter for number of times
upstream-downstream
switching point is moved
downstream
A_. , coefficients in area-ratio
expression for upstream region
transfer points in area-ratio
expression
dummy variable used in
ranking _gj
{£ evaluated for _. +¢_l/,7*ST,_÷Sp
5..-] where _ =_ _j
g
i , = 4i - A]
dummy variables for down-
stream area coefficients
Bz , coefficients in area-
ratio expression in downstream
region
dummy variable used in
transposing ¢_._
9O
FORTRAN Variable
BZERO
C
CAI(I)
CAPQ(K)
CAPX(J)
CAPXTH(J)
CARB
CCI(1)
CCPJ(J)
CDIJ(I, J)
CEACT(I)
CECHII(I)
CGI(I)
CGMU(I)
CH
CHA
CHI(1)
CHII(I)
CLNIMC(I)
Subroutine
2, 3, 5, 8, II
I, 15
2, 3, 13, 14
2,3,5
1, 5, 10, 11, 18
1,10,18
13
5
6, 14, 17
5, II, 16
2, 3, 14
2, 3, 13
5,11
5,11
1, 5,8, 11, 14
1,5,8,11,14
9, 14
5,11
14
91
Definition
(see Eq. (llc)
, constant used in density-
fit relation
, constant factor in
Eq. (82))
Q&, number of gram-atoms of
element k
X{, mole fraction of jth species
u
_" mole fraction at throat
dummy variable for ,_(._)
intermediate variable for
computing molecular weights
of species from molecular
weights of elements
%. =
___zi , stoichiometric coefficients
in equilibrium formation
reactions
Ea¢_ _ , activation energy
gl;z , test on _l[Z which
determines where numerical
integration is begun
molecular weights of species
, enthalpy
Ho , reservoir or stagnation
enthalpy
_ defined by Eq. (31)
intermediate variable in
computation of equilibrium
constant based on mole-fractions
FORTRAN Variable
C LNPI(I)
CLNT
CM
CMA
CMW(I)
CRA
CRP
CRRB
CRS
CSTA
CT
CTAP
CTB
CTC
CTMAX
CTMXX
CTP
CTPL
CTT
CX
Subroutine
14
6,14
5, 11, 14
1,5,7,8, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17
2,3,5
4,5, 14
4, 13, 14, 17
5,7,11
13
13,14
1,4, 6-14, 16-18,20
I-6
13, 20
17
1, 7, 10, 18
2-4,6
6
4
9, 13
1,9, 13, 15, 18-20
92
Definition
, molecular weight
_?/_o ,reservoir molecular
weight
9" , atomic weights of
elements
Po , universal gas constant
(=1. 98647 cal/mole °K)
e.T.'
intermediate variable in
calculation of entropy
dummy variable for entropy
0
T , temperature(T=TTT_ _)
To' , reservoir temperature
in °K
dummy variable for T
dummy variable for T
T _ , throat temperature
temperature for switching
from thermo-fit to harmoflic-
oscillator model for species
properties
T' , temperature in °K
temperature at previous step
in nonequilibrium calculation
_g, distance along streamtube
FORTRAN Variable
CXB
CXMAX
DATEST
DBTEST
DELT1
DELT2
DELT3
DELTAX
DGJ(J)
D LOGA
D LOGR
DT
ELJ(L, J)
ELMENT(K)
ENT
ETAI(1)
Subroutine
13,20
2, 3, 13
4, 13
4,19
1,4,7, 10, 12, 13
1-3, 18
2,3
2,3,13,19,20
9, 16, 17,20
13, 15, 16, 19
13, 15, 16
16,20
2-4,6
2,3
7,8"
Z, 3, 14
93
Definition
dummy variable for
maximum value of ,'_ desired
in nonequilibrium solution
value of A at which non-
equilibrium solution is
switched from upstream to
downstream region
percentage difference allowed
between calculated and specified
dl_A/d_ at switching point from
upstream to downstream region
temperature increment used
in frozen flow and equilibrium
flow calculations
temperature increment used
to start nonequilibrium solution
in the downstream region
temperature increment used
to start nonequilibrium solution
in upstream region
dZ,,p/d 
,l r/d
1E:v_eI , energy of_ th electronic
ofjthspecies
chemical symbols for elements
in mixture
intermediate variable used in
frozen flow calculation
_: , temperature exponent
in _¢Z
FORTRAN Variable
ETAJ(J)
FLUX
GELJ(L, J)
GJ(J)
GJA(J)
GJB(J)
GJC(J)
GTEST
HDE LX
HP(J)
IC
ioJ(J)
IGM(J)
IM
INEQ
INEQV
Subroutine
2-4,6
1,9-14, 16, 17,20
1, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12
13,20
17
Z, 3, 13
13, 19, 20
1-3
2,3,5,11
1-3,6
2-4,6
1,4,11
9, 13-16
2,3,6
Definition
number of atoms in jth
s_ecies
p.
l_dvie 1 degeneracy of ,[th electronic
of jth species
n_- species concentration in
oles/gm
.(5.)° species concentration
in reservoir
dummy variable for _.
dummy variable for _.
allowed value of A _'_-/K. in
Runge-Kutta integratior(4" -step
chemical symbol for species
in mixture
number of ions included in
chemical model
indicates whether thermo-fit
data is to be used for the jth
species
number of electronic levels
for jth species
index which is incremented
when electrons are dropped
from calculation
indicates when numerical
integration of nonequilibrium
solution has begun
indicator for selecting whether
equilibrium or frozen vibra-
tional model is to be used
94
FORTRAN Variable
IP
IROBAR
IRUN
ISC
ISCPI
ISMC
ISMCNR
ISR
ISS
ISSNR
ISSPI
ISSP2
ISSP3
ISSP4
ISW 1A
ISWZA
ISW 3A
Subroutine
7,9, 12, 13
2, 3, 7, 9, 12
1-3,9
2-5, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17
13, 16,_17
1,4,5,13
1,4,11
2, 3, 9, 13, 14, 16, 17
1-14, 16-18, 20
1,4, 11
13, 16, 17, 20
13, 16, 17
13, 16, 17
13, 16
1-3
I-3
i-3
Definition
printout line-counter
indicates that effective density
is to be printed out
run number
C , number of elements in
mixture
C+l
5-c
current value of (s-c)in
equilibrium flow calculation
(decreased by IC when elec-
trons are dropped from
calculati on)
,_ , number of reactions
$ , number of species in
mixture
current value of $ in equilib-
rium flow calculation
(decreased by IC when elec-
trons are dropped from
calculation)
$+I
s÷2
$+3
$+4
indicates whether frozen flow
solution is desired
indicate s whether nonequilibrium
flow solution is desired
indicates whether equilibrium
flow solution is desired
95
FORTRAN Variable
ISW4A
ISW 6A
ISW5A, ISWIB
ISW2B, ISW3B
ISW4B, ISW5B
ISW6B
ITB(1)
IU PD
IZERO
JJK
KIlO
KKUR
KUR(I, J)
LC
M1
NAFIT
NFIT
NIT
NNN
I,Z
1,2
Z
Subroutine
13
1-3, 13, 15, 16
1-3,5,6,13
1,4,11
2-4
Z, 3, 14
13, 18
5, i0, II
2,3, 15, 18, 19
2-4
ii
13, 20
96
Definition
indicates whether another
calculation is to be done
after completion of one case
indicates when only reservoir
calculation is to be done
additional indicators not
currently used in program
dummy variable for indicators
indicates whether calculation
is in upstream or downstream
region
logical variable used to denote
zero
indicates when electrons are
dropped in equilibrium calculation
indicates whether any harmonic-
oscillator data are used
indicates whether the third
body matrix is used in the
chemical model
0;_ , third body matrix
indicates the first time sub-
routine AXFIT is called
index equal to c + I
indicator for selecting
standard or fitted geometry
indicates whether any thermo-
fit data is to be used
counter for number of iterations
in Newton-Raphson procedure
integration step counter
FORTRAN Variable
NNS
NQS
NTEST
PCT
PCTEST
PERTGJ(J)
PGJ(J)
Pi(I)
PICHI(I)
PRES
PRESA
PRESB
PRESTH
PRHO
QM(I)
QQ(I)
RHAP
RHO
RHOB
Subroutine
13,20
2, 3, 13
4,5,11
9,13,17
4,13
9,13,17
11
9,13,14,17
9,14,16
1,7-12,14,18
1-3,5,14
7, 12
1, 7, 10, 18
17
5,11
2, 3, 14
1, 5, 14, 17
1, 7-15, 17
7, 12, 13
97
Definition
number of times _,¢ has been
increased by current value of
SC
number of successful steps
before d_,t is increased
number of iterations allowed
in Newton-Raphson procedure
8T , perturbation in tempera-
ture
tolerance on _'_,z when testing
size of 8{Z
T" , perturbation in species
c on;centrations
intermediate variable in
Newton-Raphson calculation
of equilibrium composition
P_ defined by Eq.(32)
/
, reservoir pressure in
a tm
dummy variable for
N
-_ pressure of throat
8/o perturbation in density
_i number of moles of jth
components in one mole of
mixture
I
Po reservoir density (gms/cc)
p , density (/o=py_')
dummy variable for p
FORTRAN Variable
RHOBAR
RHOC
RHOP
RHPL
RHTH
ROBARA
ROBARP
SAJ(J)
SBJ(J)
SC
SCPG
SDCHI(1)
SDELTX
SDGJU)
SDT
SEN
SENT(J)
SHDE LX
SHJ(J)
SHJA(J)
SHJAP(J)
Subroutine
7-9, 1I, 12
17
14
14
1,7,10,15
5, 7, 8, II, 12, 14
5,8, II
4,6
2-4
13, 20
14, 16
9, 13, 17
13, 19
13, Z0
13, Z0
1,5,7,9, 12-14
5,6,8, iI, 14
13, 19
5, 6, 8, Ii, 14, 16, 17
4,6
2-4
98
Definition
, effective density defined
by Eq. (84)
dummy variable for p
pSdensity in gms/cc
p_density at throat
_' effective density in reservoir
_- constant in harmonic -
oscillator expression for/¢_-/
._. constant defined by Eq.(76)
factor by which integration
interval is changed
_2 perturbation in _Z
initial value of A g
A_'i , change of _ in
integration interv 1
_T , change of T in inte-
gration interval
_J , entropy in cal/gm °K
i t
, species entropy,_=Sj/eo
initial value of _'_//2
-- t j
._, , formation enthalpy
• 01 /
O l
_o , formation enthalpy in
cal/mole
FORTRAN Variable
SHPG
SKIL(D
SL
SL64
SM
SS
SU
SU2
SUMG
TB(J)
TEMPI
TEST
TESTB
TFA(J)
TFB(J)
TFC(J)
TFD(J)
TFE(J)
Subroutine
8, 14
5,11
2, 3, 13, 18
13, 14
1,7, I0, 12, 13, 15, 18
7
1,7-9, ii, Ig, 14, 15
8, Ii, 14, 16, 17
14,16
13
1, 18
4,5,11
4, 7, 10
2,3,6
2-4,6
2-4,6
2-4,6
Z-4,6
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Definition
intermediate variable in
calculation of dependent
species concentrations from
concentrations of components
characteristic length
,_/6, 470
critical mass flow rate
', velocity I_=ee oK
/A
dummy variable for quantities
necessary to return to previous
step in nonequilibrium calcu-
lation
discriminant in calculation of
_¢ from quadratic formula
size of correction to guesses
used to define convergence of
Newton-Raphson procedure
tolerance allowed in locating
temperature at throat for
frozen and equilibrium flow
a_ , coefficient in thermo-
fit expression for "_'i and/_/'/r
_-_-_ coefficient in thermo-fit
expression for _. and,eei/T
C_ , coefficient in thermo-fit
expression for _ and/_;/T
d] _ coefficient in thermo-fit
expression for _i and,lzi/T
e_ , coefficient in thermo-fit
expression for "_i and /_;/r
FORTRAN Variable
TFK(J)
THEV(J)
THEVP(J)
TPRINT
TSTOP
TTEST
UP
XMJAT(J)
XNUI(I)
XNUIJ(I, J)
XNUIJP(I, J)
ZP
ZPA
Subroutine
2,3,6
4,6
2-4
2,3,9,13
2-4, 7, 1Z, 13
2, 3, 13
13, 18
5, 6, 11, 14, 17
13, 14
Z, 3, 13, 14
2,3,13
Definition
__-d_i , coefficient in thermo-fit
expression for ._¢. and/_]/r
Or. characteristic vibrational
te_perature(Ovt = 0vj. /_')
tOi_ characteristic vibrationalperature in °K
temperature interval at which
results of nonequilibrium
calculation are to be printed
minimum value of temperature
desired in solution
allowed value of _T/T in
Runge-Kutta integration step
indicates when nonequilibrium
solution which has been started
upstream is restarted down-
stream of nozzle throat
0 •
,_,-/Ywhere/x_. is species
/ d -- . " d • o e t 0
chemical potentlal(_. =/a 1./RoT . )
1
_£_" stoichiometric coefficient
oftj th species on reactant side
of i th reaction
_._- stoichiometric coefficient
ofIjth" species on products side
of i th reaction
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mAPPENDICES
MODIFICATIONS OF THE BASIC NOZZLE FLOW PROGRAM
FOR ALTERNATIVE APPLICATIONS
The basic computer program calculates the expansion from an equilibrium
reservoir through a specified converging-dlverglng nozzle. Modifications of
the program to extend its applicability are described in this section. The
changes in the governing equations and in the specification of the input data
are given. As for the basic program, the copies of the FORTRAN source
cards are available for these modified versions. The modifications were
carried out with an emphasis on convenience rather than programming
efficiency. Consequently these modified versions contain unnecessary
variables and logic which could be removed if desired.
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APPENDIX A
NONEQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION FROM ZERO VELOCITY
THROUGH A SPECIFIED PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
In the first modification of the program the pressure distribution rather
than the streamtube geometry is specified. The program is then capable of
computing the flow along a streamline for a given pressure variation. Typical
applications of this program include the design of a nozzle with a specified
pressure distribution and the computation of the nonequilibrium flow around
the surface of a blunt body with an assumed surface pressure distribution.
Since the frozen and equilibrium flows are independent of the rate of
expansion they are computed in the same way as when the nozzle geometry is
specified. The properties of a frozen or equilibrium flow at a given point
are then determined by the pressure at that point. For programming conven-
ience the procedure for locating the maximum in ]oee when the streamtube
cross section is specified is not altered. The area ratio calculated at each
point in the frozen or equilibrium flow then gives the spreading of the stream-
tube relative to its minimum cross-section.
In Section 3. l, the governing equations for a nonequilibrium expansion
through a converging-diverging nozzle were presented. In the computer
program these equations are reduced to (S÷_) first-order differential
equations, or in finite-difference form to (_;,_) algebraic equations for the
derivatives ¢L_./d¢, dT//d_ , and _]-_p/d¢. The equations for the slopes are
in terms of the flow properties at a given station and the value of d.]_,_/d,g
for the specified geometry. For the expansion through a specified pressure
distribution these equations are written in terms of d_./d_, df//M4_,dY--_A/d_,
and
The equations for the conservation of elements (ZS) and conservation of
species (30) are written in the same form for a specified pressure distribution.
In addition, _/_{ is eliminated from the momentum equation using the energy
equation. Also introducing the equation for the enthalpy_ (12), yields
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i"' i-'/
(86)
Then, using the energy equation together with (12) to eliminate the velocity
in the continuity equation and combining the result with the logarithmically-
differentiated state equation yields
Equation (87) may be simplified using Equation (86). The result is
,
(87)
(88)
which together with Equations (28), (30), and (86) comprises the necessary
set of (s÷2) equations.
Once the flow properties and composition are known at a given point,
the derivatives_-_ and a_____can be calculated. Then these values are
numerically integrated to obtain the temperature and composition at a new
station. Having determined T and the _ $ the density may be obtained from
the state equation using these values and the specified pressure at the new_ .
Also, the enthalpy may be computed from Equation (12), the velocity from
Equation (15), and, using the equilibrium critical mass flow, the streamtube
cross-sectional area is found from Equation (13). The area ratio of the
nonequilibrium streamtube flow will not be unity at the point of minimum
cross-section. However, this calculation again is only intended to indicate
the relative spreading of the streamtube and is not a necessary part of the
computation.
When the nonequilibrium nozzle-flow equations are written in terms of
a specified pressure distribution there is no branch point associated with the
solution. Consequently, it is not necessary to modify the present computation
upstream of the point where the velocity is equal to f-_--_dP_ ¢_ Thus, dA,_A
could be eliminated from Equations (86) and (88) since there is no good reason
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for carrying it along (as there was for retaining _d_ in the equations for a
dJ_,/I in Equation (88) greatly
specified geometry). However, retaining d_
simplifies the modification of the program to take a specified pressure
d_,,A
distribution. Also, computing _at each point permits a simple calculation
for a Mach number based on the "speed of sound, '' _ M_//d_
dp/d_
M = - 7 (89)
In addition to the Mach number the entropy is also computed at each step using
Equation (16).
The nonequilibrium calculation for a specified pressure variation is
started in the same manner as that for a nozzle flow. The nonequilibrium
solution is considered to be a perturbation about the infinite-rate equilibrium
solution and the numerical integration is started when the perturbation
calculation indicates significant departure from equilibrium.
The perturbation calculation must be modified for the case of a specified
pressure distribution. The perturbed form of the element conservation
equations remains valid.
$
y;I
In order to obtain the perturbed form of the species conservation equations
the _:' :should be written as _ = -_,z(-Tg_,_. ). Then
where again it is assumed
and
Since _(4g) is prescribed,
{60)
= a-r a_, i" a_,] (90)
_1_= O. Evaluating the other partial derivatives
in {90) leads to
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T _ _:l
(91)
Since the density is not necessarily very near the equilibrium value,
the condition _$I= 0 rather than _/_= 0 is used to replace the perturbed
momentum equation. From the definition of the Gibbs free energy
F '= H'- T'S'
the perturbation in F to first order is seen to be
BE= _ H - "_ _ T - 7 (6 S'.) _
Ro
Also, since F--F(Tj/_,Y_') , then also to first order_
or, using
_= 0 this equation becomes
$
g--t
(9Z)
(93)
and the first-order perturbation of (IZ) gives, inNow combining (9Z), (93),
the case of _i= 0,
_. C _'T = 0 (94)
i=1
In rewriting the nonequilibrium flow equations the term _-_---was
retained to simplify reprogramming. The perturbation in the streamtube
cross-section is retained here for the same reason. Using the perturbed
forms of the continuity, energy, and state equations together with _1_ = 0
leads to
A" - + (95)
Equation (94) may be used to simplify Equation (95) to
-K + _
i, I _'. T
(96)
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In the progranq the equation
si = "£i-/"i o 'r =5,
is employed to write "/_i in terms of _._ and "_i
q
(96) become
i=d
(97)
Then Equations (9 a) and
:0 (98)
Now Equations (55), (91), (98), and (99) are a set of (5.g) algebraic equations
for S_. , ¢5T, and _A .
The procedure described in Section 3.g for starting the nozzle-flow
computation is directly applicable here. The equilibrium solution is obtained
at successive temperature steps from the reservoir. At each point the
equilibrium slopes are computed and used to determine the perturbations in
T and the _. When the perturbations are sufficiently large the numerical
integration of the nonequilibrium solution is begun. In the computation of the
equilibrium slopes the (_-¢) equations obtained by differentiating the con-
dition of chemical equilibrium (see Section 3.2.) should be written in terms
of _a_ ' a(----}_7", d,g_Ad_ , and _a_ This can be accomplished by using
the differentiated form of the continuity equation and the momentum equation
whereupon Equation (85) becomes
p- d_
In the starting procedure for the nozzle flow computation the value of
A(_) for the equilibrium solution is used to find the corresponding d6 from
the specified area distribution. In the starting procedure for the streamtube
flow the equilibrium flow pressure is used to find 46 from the specified
pressure distribution. The method employed to invert _'('1_) is the same
as that described in Section 3. 2- for inverting A(4_) •
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As mentioned above, the modification of the computer program to
permit a specified pressure distribution was carried out with a minimum of
revision. As a result, the specification of the input data for this case is
identical to that described in Section 6 with the following exceptions. The
absence of a singularity at the throat of the streamtube excludes the "upstream"
region distinction made in the nozzle flow case. Consequently the logic in the
specified-pressure-distribution program is that for the "downstream" nozzle-
flow region. Accordingly, the indicator IUPD is always read in as 0 for this
case. Furthermore, the coefficients in the specified _)relation are read in
using the locations for the area-relation coefficients, but starting with the
first downstream region. That is, _ is measured from the stagnation point
rather than from the nozzle throat. The storage locations available for
specifying the upstream area distribution have been used to provide an additional
interval for specifying a pressure distribution. Thus, the polynomial relations
given in Section 6 for a fitted geometry become for a specified pressure
distribution
S,+ ¢
p,(,_) = _- Bz _(_-*)
2.14.
,L = I8
J_ (z -25)
0 i_ _ _ATP(2)
ATP(2) _z-,V, _.ATP(3)
ATP(3) __,_ _. ATP(4)
ATP(4) z.. ,_ _:ATP(5)
ATP(5) -_ _ ,: ATP(1)
IO
_('_',) ='Z A,z '/':-') ¢ _ ATP(1)
£--I
In the starting procedure the quadratic formula is used to invert _)in the
first interval, 0 ,'_¢ KATP(2). Since _(_J behaves differently than A(¢)the
opposite sign must be used in the quadratic formula when inverting _,(_).
Thus, in this case Equation (44a) must be written as
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8,. +8, (8,-f,)
2 6_
(44b)
in the program.
The program changes to effect the calculation for a streamtube flow
with a specified pressure distribution involved the following changes in the
FORTRAN variables listed in Section 7.
AFNTS _ _ calculated from equilibrium solution
D LOGA _ a_.Z_ 7a,/d
DLOGR _ M_t,_A/_(_
The subroutines in this modified version of the program are the same
as described in Section 7 except for those in which the changes discussed in
this section are made. The Changes in these subroutines are briefly
summarized below.
MAIN PROGRAM The computation of the first point in the nonequilibrium
solution uses the logic for starting the calculation at the reservoir. The
option of starting the nozzle flow computation at the throat is eliminated.
Also, the density fit computation is omitted.
NONEQ All of the logic associated with switching the calculation from an
upstream region to a downstream region is eliminated.
COMM The computation of the pressure from the state equation is eliminated.
GEOM The computation of A and d_,uA/alqtfor the intervals in the upstream
region are eliminated. The computation of the density from the density-fit
relation is also eliminated. The computation of A and d_,.A/d¢is modified to
calculate _ and _2__/_. The computation of the density from the state
equation is added.
II0
EXACT The changes discussed above for the governing equations for the
derivatives d_./d_ , dT"J_, and d_A/_are made. The changes incorporate
the FORTRAN notation change given above. The formula for the Mach number
computation is changed to that given in Equation (89).
PERT The modifications of the perturbation computation to account for a
specified pressure distribution are effected in accordance with Equations (91),
(98), and (99). The perturbed state equation is used to relate 8to to 8T and
the 67['s. The computation for the _t[ z sin terms of _J'i ' 8T , and _/o is
then kept the same as in the nozzle flow calculation.
AXFIT The logic for determining the proper set of coefficients for inverting
5_(4_) is changed to account for the difference in the behavior of _(¢)and A(¢) •
Since there are no upstream and downstream regions in the nonequilibrium
calculation for a specified pressure distributio%subroutine THROAT is
eliminated.
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APPENDIX B
NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOW FROM A NONEQUILIBRIUM
INITIAL CONDITION THROUGH EITHER A SPECIFIED
PRESSURE OR AREA DISTRIBUTION
The basic nozzle-flow program and the modification described in
Appendix A both deal with flows which start from an equilibrium stagnation
region. The modification described here is designed to compute a quasi-
one-dimensional, nonequilibrium flow from a finite-velocity, nonequilibrium,
initial condition. Either a given pressure distribution or a given streamtube
area distribution may be the specified boundary condition. This version of
the program is applicable, for example, to streamtubes in a body flow field
for which the pressure distribution is known from either measurements or an
equilibrium flow-field calculation. Also, the chemical-relaxation zone behind
a strong shock wave can be solved by specifying the conditions behind a
translational-rotational-vibrational equilibrium shock and a constant stream-
tube cross-section. Furthermore, this modification can be used to continue
a calculation originally started from a stagnation point with either boundary
condition.
When the nonequilibrium solution is started from a nonequilibrium initial
condition the starting procedure discussed in Section 3.2 becomes unnecessary.
If the flow properties and composition are given at an initial point the derivatives
may be computed and the numerical integration begun immediately. The
governing equations for the nonequilibrium flow through a streamtube of
given cross-section are Equations (28), (30), (34), and (36) of Section 3.2.
As discussed in Appendix A, if the streamtube pressure distribution is
specified Equations (86) and (88) replace (34) and (36). The numerical
integration of these equations proceeds as discussed in Section 3. l for the
specified area distribution and in Appendix A for the specified pressure
distribution.
The modified version of the computer program described here was also
obtained with a minimum of reprogramming. Consequently, the input format
IIZ
is again essentially the same as described in Section 6 for the nozzle-flow
!
program. The values of To' and _0 to be specified are respectively the
temperature and pressure at the given initial condition. In addition to the
i=pla data described in Section 6 the local vahes of all the species concentra-
tions in units of moles per gram, the local temperature nondimensionalized
by 9-°I , the nondimensional axial distance, the _otal enthalpy in cal/gm, and
the molecular weight at the given initial condition must be specified. It is
important when using this version of the program to continue a calculation
that the original values of To' , and _e_I , and the corresponding molecular
weight are specified. Otherwise the computed values in the continued solu-
tion will be normalized by different factors from those used in the first part
of the solution.
This version of the program uses the logic for the downstream region
ol the basic program. Thus, the indicator IUPD should be read in as zero.
Five intervals are available for specifying A(ae)and _e_(_); if more are
needed they can be obtained by repeated starting of this version of the pro-
gram. One of the available indicators, ISWIB, is used in the program to
select either the governing equations for a specified ,4(_)or a specified _t_(_).
If A(c.)is specified this indicator should be read in as zero. If -p_)is
specified it should be read in as unity. When _e_'('aOispecified the indicator
ISWIB is also used to effect the changes in the FORTRAN variable notation
listed in Appendix A.
The number of gram-atoms and the molecular weight of each element
need not be given because all the concentrations are specified at the initial
point. These cards should be eliminated from the input data deck. Also,
the input cards for the upstream area coefficients should not be included.
The variables and tests which must be specified for the frozen and equilib-
rium calc_lations may be left blank on the appropriate cards (see Section _).
When this version of the program is applied to colrlputing the flow
behind a shock wave, for either a specified A(_t) or _(_z), the initial value
of A_t _ should be reduced to 10 -6
cm. Also, the integration tests, GTEST
and TTEST should be relaxed to about 0. Z and 0.1, respectively.
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Due to the elimination of the computations for the reservoir, frozen
flow, and equilibrium flow, and the procedure to starting in equilibrium the
following subroutines are eliminated in this version of the program:
INTA NRMAX PERT
FROZEN NEWRAP AXFIT
PR OP E QUIL MAT INV
Also, the logic from the nonequilibrium calculation for a downstream region
is removed from NONEQ and incorporated in a modified MAIN PROGRAM
peculiar to the present version. Since the logic associated with starting
from equilibrium and with switching from an upstream to a downstream
region are unnecessary, the remainder of subroutine NONEQ and subroutine
THROAT are eliminated. This modification of the program also involved
changes in the following subroutines:
READ The instructions for reading in the number of gram-atoms and
molecular weights of the elements and the A(,_) or _(e) coefficients for an
upstream region are eliminated. The instructions for reading in the initial
!
species concentrations, temperature, axial location, and Ho are added.
The procedure for preparing the additional input data is as follows:
First the ;'i _ are read in according to the format used on card
type 13 of Section 6. Since there may be as many as Z0 species there may
' I
be 4 cards to read in the initial _. _ . The values of Ho (in cal/gm),-_T_
and _o are read in after the _'j'_,, again using card type 13. As mentioned
above, when using this versi_on of the program to continue a solution, the
speci_ed value of _o should be the molecular weight of the mixture at the
I I
conditions -_,o and T o
LIST Changes appropriate to the differences in input data are made.
COMM The changes indicated for subroutine COMM in Appendix A are
included as an additional option when ?_,('_)is prescribed.
GEOM The computation A('¥) or _,('_) is allowed for and the logic for
an upstream region is eliminated.
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EXACT The computation of the derivatives needed in the nonequilibrium
solution for either a specified A (_) and -_(_) are included. If _(_) is
prescribed, Equations (86) and (88) are used rather than (34) and {36). The
calculation of the equilibriuno values of the derivatives is eliminated. The
Mach number is computed from the formula appropriate to either a specified
A(_) (Eq. (38)) or a specified _(_# {Eq. (89)).
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APPENDIX C
NONEQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION FROM AN EQUILIBRIUM,
FINIT E-VELOCIT Y INITIAL CONDITION
The modification of the program discussed in this section also treats
the case where the initial flow velocity is nonzero. The problem treated
here is the expansion of a flow assumed to be initially in equilibrium, but
moving at supersonic speed, through a divergent channel. This version of
the program is applicable to the flow in non-reflected type shock tunnels
where the flow behind the incident shock is assumed quasi-steady.
Exercising the option of including ionized species also allows the program
to be applied to the flow downstream of an MHD accelerator.
As for the nozzle expansion from an equilibrium reservoir state, the
initial equilibrium state is found for a specified temperature and pressure.
Since the initial state is not a stagnation point the total enthalpy of the flow
must also be specified in order to evaluate the velocity. The frozen and
equilibrium expansions from this initial point can also be obtained following
the same procedure as discussed in Sections 2. Z and 2.3. In this case,
however, the mass flow is known at the initial point. The cross-sectional
area is referred to that at the initial point and the origin for _ is taken
where A_) = l, i.e. the initial point.
Since the computation using this program assumes the flow to be in
equilibrium at a finite velocity, the nonequilibrium solution must be started
differently than the nozzle expansion from a stagnation point. The
perturbation starting procedure discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.4 is valid only
when the flow starts from an equilibrium stagnation point where the non-
equilibrium flow actually approaches the infinite-rate equilibrium flow.
The assumption made in this section that the flow is in equilibrium at a
finite velocity is a physical idealization and the starting procedure is also
artificial. The starting procedure adopted here is similar to that described
in Reference 4 to start the numerical integration of a nonequilibrium nozzle
flow.
i16
Starting values for the integration for the nonequilibrium solution are
obtained by assuming that over the first interval, _s , the species
gradients are all zero. In other words, the flow is assumed frozen. Then
at ¢ -- A,g s the flow will be at some nonequilibrium state which approximates
the actual flow. The numerical integration from then on proceeds exactly as
discussed in Section 3. 1.
The selection of an initial value of /k_ is influenced by the numerical
difficulties of the type discussed in Section 3.5. In the present application
the best initial value must be determined by trial and error. Experience
with the use of this program for airflows indicates that an initial _4g of
10-3cm is a satisfactory value.
The input data for the version of the program discussed herein is
identical to that described in Section 6 for the nozzle flow calculation. In
addition the total enthalpy of the flow must be specified in cal/gm°K. Since
there is no nozzle throat and hence no upstream and downstream regions the
indicator IUPD should be specified as 0. Although the coefficients of AC4_)
in the upstream region are not used in this calculation, the appropriate number
of blank cards must bc included in the input data deck. Also, notice that
ATP(Z) is the first dividing point between the first and second intervals in
the specification of AC_) .
As for the other two modifications of the basic nozzle-flow program
the present version was obtained with emphasis on minimizing the amount
of reprogramming. Consequently the subroutines in this program are the
same as described in Section 7 for the basic program with the following
necessary exceptions.
MAIN PROGRAM The instructions for calculating the equilibrium throat
and the density-fit constants are eliminated.
READ The instruction for reading in the total enthalpy H" in cal/gm°K is
/
added. 14o is read in after all the input data discussed in Section 6 and
using the same format as card type 13.
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INTA The computations of the velocity at the initial point and of the total
mass flow are added.
FROZEN The logic for locating the maximum in /oK and hence the throat
for frozen flow is eliminated.
EQUIL The procedure for starting the equilibrium calculation from a finite-
velocity initial state is incorporated.
NONEQ The logic associated with the perturbation starting procedure and
the switch from an upstream to a downstream region are eliminated.
COMM The calculation of the rates for the individual reactions is
eliminated on the first step, since _./M¢ = 0 for this interval. The
indicator LC is used to determine the first step. In the basic nozzle-flow
program LC is used to indicate the first step in subroutine AXFIT, which is
unnecessary in this program.
GEOM The calculations of the p(_) , A(_g) , and _,A/d_ for the
upstream region are eliminated.
The following subroutines are eliminated in this version of the
program.
NRMAX
PERT
AXFIT
THROAT
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10 0. 0. 0* O. 0. 0. _. O.
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Figure 12 SAMPLE PRINTOUT OF REACTION RATES COMPUTED FOR NONEQUILIBRIUH FLOW
